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INTRODUCTION 

I, the CbainDaa, Committee on Public Undertakings baving been 
authorised by the Committee to submit the Report on their behalf, present 
this Fifth Report OD Action Taken by Government on the recommenda-
. tions contained in the Forty-Fourth Report of the Committee un Public 
undertakings (Eipth Lok Sabba) on Shipping Corporation of India 
Limited. 
2. The Forty-fourth Report of the Committee on Public Undertakings 
(1987-88) was presented to Lolt Sabha on 27 April, 1988. Replies of 
Government to all the recommendations contained in the Report were 
received by 7 August, 1989. The Committee considered and adopted this 
Report at their sitting held on 8 Ausust, 1990. 
3. An analysis of the action taken by Government on the recommendations 
contained in the Forty-fourth Report (1987-88) of the cOmmittee is given 
in Appendix-II. 

NEW DELHI; 
September 6, 1990 

Bhadra 15. 1912(5) 

BASUDEB ACHARIA 
CltlJirman 

Committee on Public Undertaldnp 



CHAPTER I 

REPORT 

The Report of the Committee deals with the action taken by 
Government on the recommendations contained in the Forty-fourth Report 
(Eighth Lok Sabha) of th~ Committee on Public Undertakings on Shipping 
Corporation of India Ltd. which was presented to Lok Sabha on 27 April. 
1988. 

2. Action Taken Notes have been received from Government in respect 
of all the 30 recommendations contained in the Report. These have been 
categorised as follows:-

(i) Recommendations/observations that have been accepted by 
Gover."1ment. 
SI. Nos. 1, 2, 4-11, 13-14, 17, 18, 20, 22-25, 27-30 

(ii) Recommendations/observations which the Committee do not 
desire to pursue in view of Government's replies. 
SI. Nos. 15 and 26 

(iii) Recommendations/observations in respect of which final replies of 
Government hal'e not bt'en accepted by the Committee. 
SI. Nos. 3 and 16 

(iv) Recommendations/observatiom in respect of which final replieJ of 
Government are still awaited. 
SI. Nos. 12. 19 and 21. 

3. The Committee are constrained to point out that after presentation of 
'''orty-fourth Report (Eighth Lok Sabha) in April. 1988 it took the Mtnistry 
(f Surface Transport about IS months in furnishing action taken replies, 
duly vetted by Audit. whereas these were l"eCIuired to be submitted by 27 
October, 1988. Replies to recommendations were furnished to the 
Committee in batches by 2 August, 1989, and that too after repeated 
reminders. The Committee deprecate this inordinate delay in furnisbing the 
action taken replies and the casual manner In which the Ministry bave 
treated the recommendations of the Committee. Surely, tbe Committee 
expect greater attention of the Ministry in accepting and implementing their 
recommendations. The Committee, therefore, hope that the Ministry will 
take better care in furture and furnish action taken replies within the 
stipulated time. 

4. The Committee desire that the nnal replies In respect of 
recommendations lor which only interim replies have been given by 
Government should be furnished to the Committee expeditiously. 

3 H12LS-3 
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The Committee will now deal with the action taken by Government on· 
some of their recommendations. 
A. Acquisition of Vessels 

Recommendation SI. No. 3 <Paras 2.66 " 2.(7) 
5. The Committee noted that till June. 1985 acquisition of vessels by SCI 

was on the basis of limited te'lders. To overcome the limitations of 
negotiation with only the short-listed shipyards. the Government of India 
at the instance of Audit revised procedure in June,. 1985 whereby 
advertisements were now being given in selected newspapers in India and 
selected journals abroad. The sealed offers. when received, were evaluated 
and a shortlist upto a maximum of 10 was prepared. The shortlisted 
shipyards were asked to give final specifications and commercial offers 
which were again evaluated and submitted to Ship Acquisition Committee. 

6. The Committee were surprised to find that even after introducing the 
global tender system the magnitude of respl'nse from Shipyards had 
remained more less the same. The Committee. therefore. recommended 
that the matter should be examined in greater details with a view to 
finding out the factors responsible for the low key response from foreign 
shipyards and constraints. if any, removed to enable the maximum number 
(If foreign shipyards to participate in the scheme for acquisition of ships. 

7. In their reply, the Ministry of Surface Transport have stated that the 
issue has been examined by them in detail and found the reasons, why the 
number of shipyards responding was mote or less the same under both 
systems, were the following:-

(i) Even when the SCI was following the limited tender system 
prior to 1985, the Corporation was covering the major ship 
builders in all the major shipbuilding areas depending upon the 
capabilities and experience of the shipyards. 

(ii) In deciding to respond to a tender the shipyards are primarily 
guided by their c:1tder book at that time, their technical 
capability and (these days) sometimes also by their ability to 
offer attractive financing terms. 

(iii) Due to the deep and prolonged reoession in shipping from the 
late 70s onwards, there has been substantial restructuring and 
rationalisation in world shipbuilding capacities. This has also 
involved closure of several shipyards. According to lOme 
estimates the world shipbuilding capacity has come down by 
about 20 per cent. 

8. The Ministry have further stated that in recent global teoden; invited 
by the SCI. the number of shipyards that have responded have varied ftom 
3 to 10 depending on the type of vessel tor which tenders have been 
invited. Under the present system there arc no constraints on shipyards 
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respondin~ to SCI Tenders. Whether they will respond to a tender enquiry 
or not will depend on a commercial decision. laken hy the shipyard's 
management. 

9. Tbe Committee do not feel satisned with the reply of the CrO¥el"lllMllt. 
They desire that the system of inviting global tenders, introduced in June, 
1985, for aaJuisltlon of vessels should be continued so that maximum 
Dumber of foreign shipyards can avail of the opportunity to compete for the 
teDders. 

B. Placement of adequate orders on Indian Shipyard.y 
Recommendation SI. No. 6 (ParaS 2.74 to 2,77) 

10. The Committee had observed that in February, 1977 Government 
had issued guidelines imposing a pari pas.'ou obligation on Indian Shipping 
Companies purchasing vessels from abroad to place orders on indigenous 
shipyards. The pari passu obligation stipulated inter aJia, that if the Indian 
Shipping Company purchased a new ship from abroad it must place order 
for cijuivalcnt tonnage on Indian Shipyard or in the case of second hand 
ship to the extent of the value of the ship acquired form abroad. Neither 
the Director General, Shipping. who was responsible for administering the 
guidelines nor the Shipping Development Funds CommEttee which had 
been given the role of advising the Government on the proposal for 
acquisition of vessels from abroad had ensured the implementation of pari 
pa~uobligation. As a result the outstanding pari passu obligation in 
favour of Indian Shipyards stood at 21.70 lakh DWT in February, 1988 as 
informed by the Ministry of Sudace Transport. This large un-met 
obligation had led to a situation where indigenous shipyards had· been 
starved of orders and had in turn incurred heavy losses. The Committee 
had, therefore, stressed that the Government" must ensure that at least an 
order which could be executed within the country was not placed outside. 

11. In their reply. Government have stated that the following steps have 
been initiated to ensure adequate flow of orders on Indian Shipyards for 
utilisation of their capacity: 

1. Revised pari passu obligation stipulates that a shipping 
company having pari p~su obligation will have to clear the 
same by placing order on Indian shipyards before any fresh case 
for import could be considered for the same company. 

2. To encourage the Indian shipping companies to place orders on 
Indian shipyards, Government has further decided that a 
shipP1ng company will be allowed to prace orders on Indian 
shipyards beyond the assessed tonnage requirement in a 
particular period. 

3. Government have also set up a Committee under the 
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Chairmanship of Secretary (SIT) to review and suggest long-
term measures for ensuring adequate orders on Indian 
shipyards. 

4. With the above measures. it is expected that the Indian 
shipyards will not be starved of orders in future. 

12. The Committee hope that with the scrupulous observance of the 
revised guidelines on pari passu obligations and other measures initiated 
by the Government to keep the Indian Shipyards fully oc~upled. the 
Shipyards would not, in future, starve for want of adequate orders. The 
Committee would also like to know the recommendations or the Committee 
set up by Government to review and suggest longterm measures for 
ensuring adequate orders on Indian Shipyards aqd the action taken by 
Government thereon. 

C. Purchase of /;Jig vessels of higher DWT to circumvent pari passu 
obligation by SCI to be avoided 

Recommendation SI. No. 7 (Para 2.78) 

13. The Committee had observed that in view of huge losses suffered 
by Indian Shipyards and to stop the outgo of foreign exchange, the 
Government should advice SCI to avoid purchasing of big vessels of 
higher DWT from foreign shipyards especially when vessels of 86.000 
DWT were reportedly suited to meet its requirement and could now be 
built by Cochin Shipyard Ltd. The Committee had. therefore. desired 
that the Government should fully ensure that SCI was not allowed to go 
in for 1),0,000 DWT vessels to circumvent pari passu obligation as 
'IIPP~ by Indian Shipyards. 

14. In their reply. Government have stated that the size of a particular 
tyJ'l> of ship is determined by trade pattern and economic considerations 
snd considering the overall size of the fleet of SCI. the number of ships 
of larger size are only few and as such the question of SCI resorting tn 
purchase of larger size vessels to circumvent the pari passu obligation 01 
Indian Shipards does not arise. 

15. The Committee are not convinced with the reply or the Government 
which is 01 a general nature and is rather vague. The Committee would 
like the Government to fully examine the requirement or SCI for larger 
size vessels with a view to ensure that the purchase of sueb vesaeIs from 
foreign shipyards is not resorted to circumvent the pari passu obUptloas. 

D. CArgo support for IndUm Vessels 
Recommendation St. No. 12 (Para Nos. 3.72 &: 3.74) 

16. The Committee had noted that there was no scheme for cargo 
support f~r Indian vessels at Indian ports as was the practice followed in 
many countries in the world. The Committee had. therefore. felt that in 
order to get the Indian Shipping enough cargo no less urgent was the 
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need to ensure compulsory support to Indian ships through a legislation so 
that Indian Shipping Industry should remain in business. 

17. The Committee had been informed during evidence t.y the Secretary, 
Ministry of Surface Transport that the Commerce Ministry had strongly 
opposed the idea of compulsory cargo support on the plea that "if we are 
compelling the exporters to export through Indian vesse.Js, it may act as a 
damper on exports." The Committee desired the Surface Transport 
Ministry and the Ministry of Commerce to sort out the differences on this 
account and come tp the aid of Indian Shipping Industry without delay. 
The Committee had recommended that the proposed legislation on cargo 
support should be enacted at the earliest. 

18. Government have stated in their reply that the U.N. Convention on 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences enunciates the 40:40:20 formula 
under which the national shipping lines are entitled to a share of 40% each 
in their national trade, leaving balance 20% for third country lines. 
Though the Ministry of Surface Transport is in favour of implementing this 
provision by means of a Parliamentary Legislation, apprehensions have 
been raised in many quarters that this will adversely affect India's export 
trade. This matter has been under discussion at different fora, i.e. 
Committee of Secretaries, Group of Ministers, Cabinet etc. In view of the 
formation of the new Government, the matter requires to be submitted to 
the Cabinet again. Draft Note for the Cabinet has been circulated to 
various Ministries on 9.3.1990. Comments of the concerned Ministriesl 
Departments except Ministries of External Affairs and Law have since 
been received. 

19. It is disquieting that though more than two yean have elapaechlnce 
the presentation 01 tbe Committee's Report to Parliament iD April, 1988 yet 
RO concrete actioD .... 10 far been taken by Govel'llll1eDt to brina In any 
legislation for protedina the busineu Interests 01 the Indian Sblpplna 
Industry In tbe International field. Even after more than two yean the 
matter is stiU stated to be under dt8cuaion with the c:onceraed MiDIItrIeII. 
Departments 01 Government. The Coaua1ttee take a serlo... view of the 
unusuaUy loal time beina taken by Government In euctJna the desired 
qislatioa for giviDa compulsory caJ'IO. support to indian ..... The 
Committee, therefore, re-empbaslae that the propoled leglIIation on carp 
support should be enac:ted without any further "'y and the Committee 
apprised of the actioa taken In the matter within 3 months of the 
preaentation of the Committee'. Report to Parliament. 
E. Operational results of two Very lArge Crude Cat-riers 

Recommeadatlon Serial .No. 16 (Para Noll. 3.10 " 3.12) 

20. The Company acquired two Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs), 
Kancbanjunga and Koyali of 2.77 lakb DMT each from Yugoslavia in 
September, 1975 and February, 1976 respectively. but both these vessels a~ 
now being used mainly as storage tankers. Due to frequent breakdowns, 
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the Company incurred heavy losses perpetually on these ships and the total 
105s suffered by the Company on account of these Ihips during the year 
1979-80 to 1983-84 was of. the order of Rs. 33.61 crores. There was a 
marginal profit of Rs. 0.57 ctore in 1984.85 but in 1985-86 the vessels again 
incurred a loss of Rs. 1.04 crores . 

.. 
21. The Cornmittee were di.tressod to find that even when there was a 

considerable demand for VLCCa in tho market. the two VLCCs 
(Kanchanjunga and Koyall) of SCI wert unable to take advantage of the 
situation because of their larger dead woiaht and draft vis-a-vis other 
VLCCs and as a result they have boen in~urrin8 heavy Lossel continuously. 
The Committee urged upon SCI to con.ider ways and means to utilise 
these two VLCCs gainfully and make thorn commercially ·viable. 

22. Government have in their reply fOtated that Kanchanjunga and Koyali 
were basically acquired for transporting crude for the KoyaU and Mathura 
refineries. Unfortunately. however, when tho veuell were delivered to the 
SCI the Mathura Refin.ery was .not ready and therefore a problem arose 
about the employment of these vessell. The problem was further 
aggravated due to the collapse of the tanker froipt market. Consequently. 
the operation of these vessels resulted in heavy losses between 19'7S-76 and 
1983-84 (except KoyaJi during 1976-n and 1982-83 when she could be 
utilised for crude oil transportation for tndlan refineries). 

23. Government has further stated ·that it has been the endeavour of the 
SCI to induct these vessels into the national 011 transportation circuit as far 
as possible with a view to make thom commercially viable. However, the 
volume and the pattern of the national oil trade could not pr6vide 
employment to these two units for sizeable periods up to 1981·82. This 
scenario has been underlain, changes theroafter and it bas been possible 
to utilise these vessels in the Indian Oil cireuit for considerable periods 
since 1984-85. The financial results of VLCCa linee 1984-85 are stated to 
have be"n as under: 

Year 

1984-85 + 
1985-86 + 
1986-87 + 
1987-88 ..: 

(Provisional) 

Total 

51.22 
102.0S 
99.46 

398.23 

(RI. in laths) 
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24. According to Audit, the actual figures as per voyage results of 
VLCCs are as foUows:-

Year 

1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 

Voyage results of VLCCs (Rs. in lakhs) 

(+) 57.22 
(-) 104.58 
(-) 98.49 

25. In their reply to the Audit's observations, Government have stated 
that under the crude oil transportation contract with Indian Oil Industry on 
cost plus basis, the freights and demurrages 'paid in respect of voyages 
performed during the year are on provisional basis. Only after the 
finalisation of the accounts, the actual costs of transportation are worked 
out and cost differential, if any, is recovered from the oil industry on 
submission of audited statement of accounts. After taking into account 
the cost differential recoverable from tbe oil industry in respect of year 
1985-86 and 1986-87, the operations of the two vessels together have 
produced positive results. The details of operational results with and 
without year-end cost differential for the year ]985-86 are given below;-

Operational Cost Operational 
result without differential Result after 
taking into taking into 
account cost account cost 
differential differential 

(Rs. In Lakhs) 
1985-86 \ 

Kanchanjunga (+) 103.14 (+ ) 74.98 (+) 178.12 
Koyah (-) 207.71 (+) 131.64 (-) 76.07 

(-) ]04.57 (+) 206.62( +) 102 
(Prov. ) 

1986-87 

Kanchanjunga (-) 7.02 (+) 126.65 (+) 119.63 
Koyali (-) 91.45 (+) 48.63 (- ) 42.82 

(-) 98.47 (+) 175.28 (+) 76.81 
(Prov.) 

26. The figures of the combined financial results.for ]986-87 of the two 
VLCCs have now been revised from (+) Rs. 99.46 lakhs to (+) Rs. 76.81 
lakhs (Provisional). These are based on audited figures and would be final 
subject to acceptance by Oil Coordination Committee. 

'Z7. From tH operational results 01 the two vLC'C., (KanchanJullp and 
Koyall) for tbe years 1985-86 aDd 1986-87, the Committee nnd that 
lCanc:haDJunp had been earning proftt wbUe Koyali had incurred lou of 
as. 76.fY1 Iakhs and lb. 42.12 IIItIts respectively during the above two 
yean. Evidently Koyd is not yet out of the wood. The Committee desire 
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that earnest efforts should be made to make Koyali also commercially 
viable as otherwise it will prove to be a continuous liability on SCI. They 
also desire that efforts should also be made to further improve the 
financial performance of Kanchanjunga in which case profit has dipped 
from Rs. 178.12 lakhs In 1985·86 to Rs. 119.63 lakhs in 1986-87. 
F. Acquisition of fully cellular container vessels 

Recommendation Serial No. 21 (Para 4.19) 
28. While examining the aspect of containerisation, the Committee on 

Public Undertakings (1981-82) had inter alia, commented that although 
SCI was operating container service on 6 liner routes with COMBI 
vessels it had not got so far cellular container ships which were 
specifically suited for container traffic and the same should be acquired 
by SCI. The Committee were unhappy that their recommendation had 
not been implemented even after a lapse of six years. 

29. In their reply, Government have state that the SCI has been 
making extensive efforts to acquire fully cellular container vessels 
through new building as well as second hand purchase. However, for 
various reasons including financial viability of offers received; the SCI 
has so far been unable to finalise acquisition of fully Cellular vessels. 

30. The proposals of SCI for acquisition of three 1450 TEU container 
vessels could not be finalised before the expiry of the validity of the 
offers, SCI would be submitting fresh proposals to Government in this 
regard. SCI has also submitted a proposal for jumboisation of their 
twelve Combi Vessels (Container Carriers) and is under active 
consideration with the Government. This will enable SCI to expand the 
container carrying capacity of these twelve ships. The project is pending 
consideration by the Public Investment Board. 

31. The Committee are not convinced with the routine reply given by 
the Government for not acquiring fully containerised ships. Almost 9 
years have passed since the Committee first recommended in 1981·82 that 
the Shipping Corporation of India should acquire Cellular Container 
Vessels. It is common knowledge that Shipping Industry is becoming 
more and, more sophisticated all over the world and more and more 
countries are switching over to fully containerlsed ships, SCI are still 
toying with the idea of acquiSition of CeHular Container Vessels through 
new building as well as second hand purchase. The Committee are not 
happy with this lackadaisical approach of SCI in acquiring these vessels. 
Since' Shipping Corporation of India bas itself recognised the fact ~t 
containerilation is crucial to 8~CCess in future. liner operations and has 
identified containerisation ".8 key future thrust area it is surprising that 
no concerted efforts have so far been made by SCI to acquire fully 
teUuIar Container Vessels. The Committee, therefore, recommend that 
SCI should make aU out efforu to acquire these container ships without 
any further delay.. They also desire that the proposal submitted by 
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Shipping Corporation of India for jumboisation or their twelve Combi 
vesSels may also be cleared expeditiously. 

G. Creation of facilities for dry docking Indian Ships in Indian Yards 
(.Recommendation Serial No. l8 (Paras 5.10 & 5.21) 

:32. The Committee found that during the years 1980-8] to 1984-85 the 
Company had spent huge amounts ranging from Rs. 23 crores to Rs. 44 
crores in getting its ships repaired abroad whereas Indian Shipyards' share 
during the same period was between Rs. 17 crores to Rs. 29 crores. The 
reasons attributed by SCI for this big outflow of foreign exchange had 
been that dry docking facilities in India were inadequate. expensive and 
time taken to dry dock ships at Indian ports was more than the time taken 
abroad. 

33. The Committee, therefore. recommended, that Government. should 
make all out efforts to remove the defici~ncies. 'if any. in the Indian Yards 
and augment the existing facilities of dry docking of ships in Indian ports 
with modern equipments to meet the requirments of the shipping 
companies which were engaged.in modernising their fleet to compete in 
the world market. 

34. Government have. in their reply. stated that as per an assessment 
done by the working Group on 7th Plan for the Shipbuilding and 
Shiprepairs Sectors. the shiprepair facilities required to service the Indian 
Ships are as follows: 

<a) No. of dry dock days required-4500 days/annum 
(b) No. of repair berth days required-4500. days/annum 
35. As against the above, the capacity at present available indigenously 

is as follows:- . 

(a) No. of dry dock days availabl~2600 days/annum 
(b) No. of repairs berth days available-1500 days/annum. 
It is evident that the existing shiprepair facilities in the country are 

grossly inadequate to meet the demand and, therefore, a number of ships 
belonging to SCI and other Shipping Companies have to be sen! abroad 
for dry docking and repairs. On an average about Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 crores 
arc spent in foreiSH exchange every year on repairing the Indian Ships 
abroad. Government are conscious of the need for augmenting the 
shiprepair facilities in the country in order to save valuable foreign 
exchange. Government has cleared a proposal for creation of.an integrated 
ship repair facility at Madras Port by a Private Entrepreneur. Two floating 
dry docks have since arrived in India. While the repair work i5 expect~d to 
start by end of June. 1990, the facilities will. be fully operational by 
September, 1990. Further, a Project for a feasibiJjty study relating to 
establialuqeDr of two shiprepair complex-one in the East Coast and one in 
tbe West Coast is under consideration witb technical auiltance from ADD. 

3102LS--4 
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The Techno-Economic Feasibility study is expected to start by July/ 
August, 1990 and is likely to be completed by March, 1991. Besides the 
above, the following schemes .have been/are under consideration for 
implementation: 

(i) Modernisation of 'Shiprepair facilities at Htndustan Shipyard Ltd. 
Visakhapatnam (Completed at a cost of Rs. 4.457 crores). 

(ii) Additional quay at Cochin Shipyard Ltd., C~chin for wet J'epair berth 
has been approved at an estimated cost of Rs. 16.70 crores. The 
whole project is expected to be completed by Dec., 1990. 

(iii) Modernisation of shiprepair facilities at Calcutta Port-Phase I at an 
estimated cost of Rs. 4.76 crores. The project is expected to be 
completed by December. 1991. 

(iv) Modernisation of shiprepair faciJjties at Bombay Port at. an estimateQ 
cost of" Rs. 19.02 crores. This has been divided into two parts viz. (a) 
modernisation of existing shiprepair facilities and (b) replacement of 
Caissons at Hughes and Merewhether docks. While the second pan is 
expected to be completed by 1991. the first part is expected to be 
completed by 1994. 

(v) Dredge repair facility at Calcutta at an estimated cost of Rs. 10 
era res in the joint venture. 

36. The Committee have ob8erveathat with a view to modemisiD&/ 
creating more ship repair facUlties in Indian Shipyards Government have, 
based on their IIS8e88IIlent made in Seventh Plan, under consideratloa a. 
number of 8Cbemes for implementation during the EJahth Five Year Plan. 
The Conun1ttee trust that Governmeat would closely watcb progress of 
implementation of these schemes . wltb a view to ensure their timely 
coaapIetJon. They would 8110 like to be apprised of the aqmentation of 
capacity in terms of dry dock days and repair berth days as a resUlt of 
implementation of these schemes. The COIDJDJttee recommend that the 
demand for and availabWty uf capacity in reprd to thae should be 858ealled 
afresh and Government should take UI'Je.t ItepI to no the PP,o if any. 
H. Declining trend in ship repair work entrusted to Government owned / 

controlled workshops 
(Recommeadatioa SI. No. 30 (Para 5.23) 

37. The Committee had noted that the repair work entrusted to 
Government owned/controlled workshops was 41 per cent in 1977-78 
which dropped to 21% in 1983-84 and just 16% in 1984-1985, which 
implied that 59% to 84% repair work had gone to the private workshops. 
The Committee did not approve of this large scale repair work being given 
by SCI to private workshops and Government worksbops share declining 
year after year. Th~ Committee felt that even .though Government policy 
was to give repair work to Govem.ment owned/controlled workshops but 
this policy was not beinl followed in all seriousness by SCI. The 
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Committee. therefore. desired that G.overnment should issue frt'sh 
instructions to SCI to follow the Govemment policy in this regard stricll~ 
The Committee had also desired that the Government owned / controlled 
workshops should gear up their activities by devising a suitable strategy for 
improving their performance in their ship repair field with a view to be 
competitive with privately owned workshops. 

38. In their reply. the Ministry have stated that the ship repair work 
being of jobbing nature. for intermittent and running repair requirement 
there is no Government instruction giving preference to a public sector / 
Government yard. 

39. The Committee are not con\inced with the reply or the Government. 
They need hardly expA!SS their unhappiness over the declining trend in the 
repair work entrusted to Goveniment owned I cOntrolled workshops. They 
reiterate their recommendation that pvernment should issue instructions to 
SCI to giv~ repair work to Government owned I controlled workshops in 
preference to the private workshops. As desired by the Committee.· the 
Government owned I controlled workshops should be asked to dev1se a 
suitable strategy for improYing their -peaiOl"Bl8llce in the sbtp repair fteld 
with a view to be competldve with privately owned workshops. 



CHAPTER II 

RECOMMENDATIONS THAT HAVE -BEEN ACCEPTED BY 
GOVERNMENT 

Recommendation Serial No.1, Paragraph Nos. 1.18 & 1.19 
1.18 The Committee are surprised to note that the Shipping. Corporation 

of India ltd. have not formulated its Objectives and obligations and get 
them approved by Government inspite of BPE's instructions issued on the 
subject as back as in 1970. The Committee are informed that in October, 
1972 the Board of Directors of SCI approved the basic objectives and also 
the Objectives and Obligations of the Corporation for the 5th Five Year 
Plan. But these objectives do not appear to have been sent to the Ministry 
for approval. There is no correspondence available in SCI file. to indicate 
any further development with regard to these objectives. In fact the CMD 
of. SCI admitted in evidence that 'It was not followed up on either side'. In 
this con~ction, the Ministry of Surface Transport have also informed the 
Committee that 'Records in the Ministry show that file was opened in 1971 
on this subject and was closed in February 1973, and despite best efforts it 
has not been possible to locate the above mentioned file and SCI also do 
not have in their file a copy of the letter written by them to the Ministry 
forwarding their objectives and obligations'. The Committee cannot but 
express their displeasure over this sorry state of 'affairs where the 
important papers dealing with ob~ctives of the Company are available 
neither in the Ministry nor in the records of the Company. There is. laeil of 
monitoring mechanism to ensure implementation of important issues. As a 
result, even till today the objectives and obligations have not been 
approved by the Ministry. What is most surprising is that neither the 
company nor the Ministry followed up the matter. The Committee 
recommend that immediate action be taken to formulate the objectives and 
obligations of SCI and get them approved by the Ministry with0U1. any 
further loss of time. The Committee need hardly emphasise that clearly 
spelt out objectives will not only enable the company to know the areas of 
operations but will also enable the Government to evaluate on realistic 
basis the performance of the company with reference to approved 
objectives. The monitoring mechanism should be streamlined and 
strengthened to keep track of important issues. 

1.19 The Committee are also informed that in October, 1983 in tenns of 
BPE's instructions of May, 1979 the then Ministry of Shipping and 
Transport asked SCI to frame its micro objective!i ~n consonance with 
micro objectives spelt out for Public Sector in the Industrial Policy 
Resolution of December, 1977. Accordingly. the compant' is reported to 

12 
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have formulated the micro objectives and submitted the same to Ministry 
for approval on 5 January, 1984. The Ministry's approval to the micro 
objectives conveyed on 7 February, 1984, was withdrawn a fortnight later 
on 23-2-1984, as it was not approved.by the competent authority. In July, 
1987 when the Company checked up with the Ministry about the decision 
regarding the approval of their micro objectives formulated in January, 
1984, they were informed that the Ministry had written back to them on 
3rd January, 1985 suggesting the Corporation to formulate its micro 
objectives on the lines of Corporate Objectives of.Hindustan Shipyard Ltd. 
which had been apprpved by the Government. This communication is also 
reported to be not available iil the file of SCI and a copy thereof was 
obtained by SCI from the Ministry in October, 1987. Shipping Corporation 
of India is now reported to have. formulated micro objectives in January, 
1988 which were approved by the Ministry on 10 February, 1988. This is 
indicative of the lukewarm attitude of the Government and the SCI to the 
important issue and the pace of finalisation of micro "bjectives appears to 
have been acceierated only after the Commjttee on Public Undertakings 
took up examination of SCI. 

Reply of the Government 
In terms of the instructions of the Bureau of Public Enterprises vide 

their O.M. dated 3-11-10, the Board of Directors of Shipping Corporation 
of India Ltd. passed a resolution on 30-10-1972 approving the objectives 
and obligations framed by the Shipping Corporation of India management. 
As indicated earlier to the Committee on Public Undertakings, the records 
in the Ministry show that a file was opened in 1971 bearing No. SY-J.5(3)/ 
71 on the subject and the file was closed on 8th Feb., 1973. Despite best 
efforts, it had not been possible to locate this file. SCI also could nOJ lay 
their hands on .my letter issued by them to the Ministry forwarding the 
objectives and obligations for Government approval. The lapse on the part 
of the SCI and of the Ministry is deeply regretted. 

2. The objectives and obligations as originally approved by the Board of 
Directors of SCIon 30-10-72 covered two parts. i.e. (i) basic objectives of. 
the SCI and (ii) opjectives and obligations for the 5th Five Year Plan. The 
second part i.e. otJjectives and obligations for the 5th Five Year Plan is no 
longer relevant: So far as first part i.e. basic objectives of the SCI is 
concerned, it may be stated that the same has been incorporated as a 
separate para in the micro objectives of the Shipping Corporation of India 
Ltd. approved by the Government and communicated to the SCI vide 
Ministry's letter No. SSL 1l036/114/87-SY-IJ date~ 18-2-88. It has been 
indicated in the above mentioned letter of the Ministry that the basic 
objectives of the Shipping Cor:poration of India Ltd. as approved by the 
Board of DirectO'rs of SCI at the meetins held on 3O-JO-72 in pureuance of 
BPE's O.M.No. 9(156)I7O-BPE(GM-I) dated 3-11-78 stand integrated in 
the micro objectives. Thus ttae basic objectives of the Shipping Corporation 
of India Ltd. have already heeD covered in the' detailed micro objectives 
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approved and communicated to SCIon 18-2·88. A copy of this ~inistry's 
letter No. SS/19836/1141'87-SY-1I dated 10-2-88 along with the enclosure 
is at Annexure-I. 

3. With regard to the streamlining the procedure regarding proper 
maintenance of files arid other relevant records in the Ministry, detailed 
instructions have been issued on 26-4-88. A C9PY of the instructions issued 
vide this Ministry's letter No. 1-26/S/SS-S & M, dated 26-4-88 is at 
Annexure-II. 

(Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-ll013 I 1 I 88-SY. II dated 
2.6.89} 
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ANNEXURE I 
GOVERNMENT OF INOlA 

MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 
(SHIPPING WING) 

No. SS/l1036/114/87-SYII New Delhi, the 10th February, 1988 
To 

The Chaitmao & Managing Director, 
Shipping Corporation of India Ltd., 
245, Madame Cama Road, 
Bombay-400021 

SUBJBCT: Framing of Micro Objectives of the Shipping Corporation of 
Indi4 Ltd. 

Sir, 
I am directed to refer to your letter No. A-10-SEC-BD/3003/1 

dated 5-1-88 on the above mentioned subject and to say that the 
objectives submitted by the Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. 
have been examined by the Govt. and I am directed to convey the 
approval of the Central Govt. to the micro objectives of Shippins 

. Corporation of India Ltd. as indicated in the enclosed statemont. 
It may be added that the basic objectives of Shipping Corporation 
of India Ltd. as ap~ved by the Board of Directors of SCI at the 
meetinl held on 30-10-1972 in pursuance of BPE's O.M. No. 9 (156)/ 
7()"BPE(GM-I) dated 3-11-1970 stand integrated in the micro 
objeCltivea indicated in the eoclosed statement. 

Copy to: 
(i) Bureau of Public Eatorprilel. 

Public Enterprises BbaYaD, 
CGO Complex, Lodbi ltoad, 

Yours faithfully. 

SeII-
(V.M. LaJ) 
Director(S) 

New Delhi-ll0003-RefereDce BPE', O.M. No. 9(135) (4)173-
BPE(GM-I) dated 7-5-1979 and O.M. No. 25(3)/8J(I&R) BPE 
dated 7-9-1983 on the 1Ubjec:t. 

(ii) FiIUUlCe Wing (TF I SectioD) 
(iii) Guard FJJe 

SdI· 
(V.M.-Lal) 
Oirector(S) 
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Micro Objectives .r Shipping Corporation of India Limited 

I. Incorporation of the SCI 

The Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. (The SCI) was incorporated 
on 2nd October ,1961 by amalgamating the two public sector 
corporations namely tbe Eastern Shipping Corporation Ltd. and the 
Western Shipping Corporation Ltd. into a single company, by an Order 
made by the Govt. of India, for the purpose of securing co-ordination 
in policy and the efficient and economical expansion and the carrying on 
of the shipping bl}siness in the public sector in India. The SCI was 
incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956. 

II. Macro objectives of public sector 

1. The macro objectives of the public sector were spelt out in the 
Industrial Policy Statement of the Govt. ef India made in the 
Parliament on 23rd December, 1977. The Statement, inter-alia, assigns 
an expaqding role to the public sector in several fields and envisages its 
further growth. 

2. The public sectOr was developed in India to serve a nnmber of 
policy objectives. Two of the important objectives have been : 
Development of infrastructure for economic development and promotion 
of self-reliance. Shipping is one of the secton which falls within the 
ambit of these twin objectives. 

3. A strong public sector in shipping is also important for national 
security to serve and maintain essential foreign trade and move men and 
supplies specially during emergencies. 

4. National ahipping is one of the most important "invisible" 
contributors to the country's balance of payments and has a special role 
in promoting exports. 

III. Buic ob~ctives for the Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. Af IIUd 
down in October, 1972 plArsUIIIICe of BPE's OM No 9(156)/7B-BPE 
(GM-I) dated 3-11-197D. 

1. To acquire, own and operate ships on a commercial basis so that 
public sector has an increasing and predominant role in Indian shipping. 
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1. To promote and assist India's international trade in general cargo ClAd 

bulk commodities like iron ore and oil. 

3. To generate surpluses from commercial shipping services at a level 
which, over a period. is comparable to that of surpluses generated by 
the shipping industry of other countries employed in international 
trade. 

4. To maximise earnings and savings of foreign exchange by increasing 
parti~ipation in national seaborne trade and in international cross 
trades. 

5. To develop close r:elations in the field of shipping with the shipping 
interests of other countries, especially those of developing nations. 

6. To provide such assistance to the public sector enterprises and to the 
Government of India in the field of shipping as may be required from 
time to time. 

7. To operate non-commercial shipping services at the direction of the 
Government of India on behalf of the Government. 

IV. Micro objectives of SCI 
1. To develop a diversified fleet for the public sector shipping so that: 

(i) it has a leading and predominant position in the Indian shipping 
industry. 

(ii) it enables the Indian shipping industry to retain its position in the 
international shipping industry as one of the leading fleets from the 
developing world. 

(iii) it is able to meet adequately the requirements of trade and of users of 
shipping services.· 

(iv) it acquires a significant market share in the transportation of general 
cargo and bulk cargoes of various types. 

2. To provide its clientele efficient and economical shipping services. 
3. To carry on profitable worldwide business in shipping so as to earn a 

reasonable return on the invested capital and generate adequate 
internal resources for investment. 

4. To keep modernising and diversifying the fleet of the Company geared 
to the changing needs of the trade and Users of shipping serviCes witlt 
emphasis on containerisation. 

5. To maximise contribution to the country's balance of payment throuJh 
saving and earning foreign exchange. 

6. To develop capabilities and to sustain perpetually sound technical and 
technological knowledge through proper training of personnel and by 
giving them suitable exposure. 

7. To build up a 'progressive and resilient orpqisation .by reviewing ftbm 
time to time the organizational struc:turC .Mlich should provide for 
weU-defined objectives and responsibitities and create a suirable 

1102LS-s 
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l'll\ ir! mill.: III "hich IS conducive to the realisation of the Company's 
lIhjl'l'ti, .:" 

To deveillp ship managl!ml!nt experti'se which can be offered to 
otht:r org'lOi,ations for mutual benefit. 

I), To undertake techno-economic feasibility studies for various 
shipping operations and shipping-related activities, 

10, To enter into technological collaborations and joint ventures in 
shipping and shipping-related areas keeping in view the long-term 
interest of the Company. 

11. To develop long term plans to provide adequate growth of the 
activities of the' Company. 

12 .• To operate services on behalf of the government for socio-
economic reasons as may be directed by the Government in the 
overall national interest. 

13. To provide necessary back-up and supplemental services to the 
effort of the Indian navy in national emergencies and in special 
situations thereby meeting the country's defence' needs. 

14. To perform such other functions as the Board of, Directors of the 
Company may consider necessary, incidental or conducive to the 
achievement of the objectives ftf the Company. 

15. To motivate employees towarqs higher productivity through fair 
wages, sound incentives and appropriate welfare schemes and good 
industrial relations. 

16. To encourage members of SC/ST by gIVing them preference in 
employment in the Company and maintain the percentage of. SC 
and ST employees as per guidelines issued by the Govt. 

17. To develop among the employees consciousness of the 
environment. active pollution control measures as necessary and 
monitor them. 

18. To reinforce the l.iovernment's efforts towards promotion of social 
justice to the people at large by formulating corporate policies of 
employment, welfare. workers participation consistent with Govt's 
policies. 

19. To constantly endeavour to conserve energy in respect of 
Company's operations. 
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A.\\EXUR£ /I 
GO\'ERNM[-NT 'Of- hOIA 

MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRAr-.;SPORT 
(0 & M SECTION) 

No. 1-26/8/88-0.& M. New Delhi. the '::lIth April. IlJXh 
SUBJECT: Proper maintenance to files und olher relt'l'IlI/r ,.('( 0/'(1, 11/ S('('rio"J I 

Desksl Unils. 
At the time of examiootion of a Public Sector l'nJertaking by the 

Committee on Public Undertakings, it has been o~ltr\'ed that some 
important files were not traceable in the Ministry. It also came to light that 
on some files no action appeared to have been taken for the last 2 or 3 
years though instructions were issued and reports were awaited from the 
undertaking. no follow-up action was taken. In order to avoid such 
embarrassing situations in future. 'Secrl!tary (Sfi) directed that following 
instructions should be strictly followed:-

(i) It has been stressed time and again that a number of pending cases 
were not getting reflected in the monthly statement of pending cases. 
In this connection detailed instructions have been issued recently vide 
No. C-I4019/11~7-Estt. dated the 19th February, 19~H. The Sections 
Incharge/Desk Officers are advised to I!nsurl! that all ('ases pending 
for more than one month are invariably entered in the !.tatcment of 
pending cases and no current file is left without action for more than 
one month .at a stretch. The monthly statement of cases pending 
disposal for over a month should invariably he suhmitted to the' 
Under Secretary/Deputy Secretary/Director concerned hy 7th of each 
month for review. O&M Section and IWSU should conduct random 
and surprise checks in this regard. 

(ii) In accordance with the procedure laid down in the Manual of Office 
Procedure. the recorded files can be ohtained from Departmental 
Record Room on a requisition which should I'll! signed by the Section 
Incharge/Desk Officer and when the file is no longer required in the 
Section it should be returned to Record Room and requisition 
received back. The Record Room Incharge. keeps a record of such 
files on a separate register and when the file is received" back in 
Record Room the entry in the register is struck off. Similar register is 
to be maintained by each Section for the files borrowed from it by 
other sections. It has been observed that the Sections/Desks normally' 
do not observe the procedure in returning the files 10 Record Room 
with the result the files taken from Record Room are misplaced in 
the section itself or go astray in transit. The procedure laid down in 
the Manual may. therefore. be ohscrved strictly. It has alsu been laid 
down in the Manual of Office Procedure that files ohtalned from the 
Departmental Recor~ Room will normaHy he returned within J 
mouths". 1Jv: ~ecord Room Inchaflze should send reminder in relOpCct 
of more than three months old files on the fifth of the month .• the 
first reminder being sent on 5.4.88. 

" 
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1111' All Section, arc concerned with the following types of records:-
(al Rew/'ded files: 

All recorded files which are more than 3 years old are required to 
he transferred to lhe Departmental Record Room and can only be 
ohtainl!d for reference purpose on the production of a requisition. 
Thl! custody of ·these files is mainly the' concern of the Record 
Room. The procedure for obtaining and returning of this record has 
already heen indicated ahove. 

(b) Semi-Currelll Records: 
All files less than 3 years old. whether recorded or current are 

required to be kept by the Sections concerned. In the case of 
recorded files. less than 3 years old. which are lying .in the section. 
their movement' is indicated in the File Register/File Movement 
Register. If such files are linked with some current cases, a slip is 
required to be placed at appropriate place in the bundles of such 
recorded files. Their whereabouts can therefore be traced from the 
slips which give details of the cases with· which the files have been 
linked. 

(c) Current Records: 
These files are such on which action has not been completed. 

Such files may even be more than 3 years old. To ensure that such 
files are not lost sight of, the Manual of Office Procedure provides 
(para 96) that the Diarist will maintain a reminder diary in which he 
will enter. datewise. all cases marked for suspense or reminder and 
required to be brought forward on specified da~es. Challans of files 
referred to other sections/departments will also be similarly entered. 
The diarist will scrutinise this diary every morning and get hold of 
files/challans marked for that date and send such files and challans 
to the dealing hand concerned for taking necessary action. 

There may be cases which have reached a stage when no action 
can or may be taken to expedite their disposal for atleast six 
months. These are required to be transferred to the Call Book (para 
94 of the Manual). The Section Officer is required to scrutinise the 
Call Book in the last week of ever): month to see that the cases 
which become ripe for further action during the following months 
are hrought forward and action initiated on due dates. 

The procedure to be followed relating to movement of files and 
other. papers has been given in para 73 of the Manual of Office 
Procedure. It provides that all movements of files should be entered 
in the File Movement Register. When current files are linked with 
other cases, the movement of linked files are also to be recorded in 
the File Movement Register. It provides that no current files will be 
issued to· any section except against written requisition and after 
making its movement irt the Filt Movement Register. The files and 
other papers marked by the Under Secretary to other Officers, 
'Sections or Departments are required to be routed through 
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the section for noting their movement. When the files are handed 
over personally by the Under Secretary .to other officers he should 
inform the Section Officer accordingly who will ensure that 
movement of such files is marked in the File Movement Register. 

As regards movement of papers/files beyond Under Secretary and 
above, it has been provided that the personal staff of such officers 
will maintain the moveme'nt of papers received by their officers in 
the respective personal section diary. Movement of any files handed 
over personally to a higher officer or to the Minister will similarly be 
noted by the personal staff. Papers/files marked by them to other 
departments, however. will be routed through the section concerned 
for noting their movement in the File Movement Register or Section 
Diary as appropriate. 

2. The Manual place$ the primary responsibility for expediting disposal 
of work and timely submission of arrear and disposal statements on the 
Section Officers/Desks officers (para 1(0). To this end he is required to 
inspect the Section Diary and Assistant's Diaries and take such other 
action as may be necessary to ensure that no paper or file has been 
overlooked and that no receipt or case actually pending with the dealing 
hand has been excluded from the relevant arrear statement. The Branch 
Officers are also required to keep a close watch .on the progress of work in 
the Sections/Desks under their control. 

3. All Wing Heads are requested to bring the instructions to the notice 
of the officers and sections under their control and also to monitor the 
implementation of those instructions through periodical meetings convened 
by them. It should be made clear to all concerned that loss of files and 
failure to take action on pending files will be viewed seriously. 

To 
(1) All Wing Heads. 

Sd./-

(R.L. CHAUDHRY) 
Deputy Secretary 

(2) Directors/Deputy Secretaries/Under Secretaries/Desk Officers/ 
Section Officers. 

(3) PS to Secretary (SFT). 

Reconunendation Serial No.2, Paragraph No. 1.20 

The Committee alSo find that SCI do not have at present any system of 
preparing Corporate Plan. They prepare only 5 years Tonnage Acquisition 
Plans, which indicate the acquisition of additional ships and their financing. 
These do not bring out the profitability aspect of the ad'ditional 
investment. long-term projections of overall profitability, deployment of 
tonnage. capacity utilisation and long-term measures for maximisation of 
earnings. etc. In this cOnnection, the Secretary of the Ministry of Surface 
Transport also informed the Committee during his oral eVIdence that in 
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pursuance of BPE's instructk,ns issued in 1974 every orgaJlisation has to 
prepare a Corporate Pla~. He admitted that it was a I~pse on the part of 
the Ministry and the Shipping Corporation of India that they had not been 
able to do it so far. He also informed the Committee during evidence that 
they had given the Corporation 6 months to prepare the Corporate Plan 
and they would see that this was adhered to. The Committee ~ope that 
with a view to providing a more definite basis to the Corporation for 
planning its activities, the Corporate Plan would be framed and get 
approved by Government within the time-frame indicated by the Secretary 
of the Ministry. 

Reply of the Government 
The Government has approved the Corporate Plan of Shipping 

Corporation of India Ltd. vide letter No. SS/11836/26/88-SY; II dated 26-
12-88. (Copy of the Ministry's letter No.SS/1l836/26/88-SY. II dated 26-
12-88 is reproduced below). 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M.No.H-U813/l1SS-SY. II Dated 
2.6.89.] 

GoVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 

(SHIPPING WING) 
No. SSil i036126188-SY-II New Delhi, The 26th December, 1988. 

To 
The Chairman &\ Managing Director, 
Sbipping Corporation of India Ltd., 
245, • Madam Cama .Road, 
Bombay-400 021. 

SUBJECT: Corporate Plan of Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. 
Sir. 

I. am directed to refer to your letter No. ACO/8(A)/I72/88 
dated 29-8-88 and letter No.P&M/aQ,/48/88 dated 14-12-88 on the 
above mentioned subject and to' convey the approval of the 
Pr~ident of India to the Corporate Plan of Shipping Corporation 
of India Ltd. forwarded vide your letter No.P&M/80/48/88 dated 
14-12-88. However, this aPproval will not imply the approval of 
Government to the specific proposals indicated in the Corporate 
Plan nor the financial commitments indicated therein. SCI will 
have to approach the Government for appropriate Plan and 
budget provisions in Five Year Plans/Annual Plans and also for 
the investment decisions on individual proposals as per the normal 
procedure. 
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2. It is also requested that the Corporate Plan may be reVlewed 
every 6 months and the position after first review be intimated 0 to the 
Minimy by 15-7-89. 

Yours taithfuJly, 

Sd.l-

(G.K. PILLAI) 
DIRECTOR(S) 

Recommencbttion Serial No. 4 Para Nos. 1.69 tb 1.71 

The Committee have found that during 1973-74 toO 1984-85 SCI acquired 
only 8 Indian vessels as against '90. foreign vessels. Further as on 30-1-1985 
there were 17 ve,ssels ~n orders with foreign shipyards and only one order 
on Hindustan ~hipyar~. Thus a huge amount of foreign exchange was spent 
for the purchase of vessels from foreig~ countries. 

Explaining the reason for placing only a few orders by SCIon Indian 
Shipyards during 1973-74 to 1984-85. the Ministry have informed the 
Committee that the capacity of the Indian Shipyards was very much limited 
and it got further reduced due to poor productivity and inordinately longer 
time taken by them to build a ship. Relatively higher prices of their ships 
vis-a vis the low international price paid by a shipper was another reason. 
However, the CMD of Cochin Shipyard Ltd. during his oral evidence 
befort the Committee informed the Committee that 'Previously we were 
taking a longer time ........ Now we will be delivering one ship every 9 
months as against 6 months in Japan'. He further stated that in '984 
Shipyard had lot of orders and because of world recession SCI cancelled 
orders for 3 ships being built in pari-passu obligation. CSL has now got 
Japanese consultants and is taking steps to improve the method of ship 
construction. In this connection, the CMD of Hindustan Shipyard also 
asserted that if they work on 5 year perspective. plan of placement of 
orders then there will be no difficulty for HSL to build a ship on time. 

The Committee are not happy over the plea taken by SCI for placing 
orders for acquisition of ships from foreign shipyards especially when 
Indian Shipyards are reported to be starving for orders. Needless to say 
thilt when we place orders on foreign shipyards we are indirectly helping 
the foreign Shipbuilding Industry at the cost of our own shipyards. 
Therefore, the Committee suggest that the orders for acquisition of ships 
should be placed on foreign shipyards only in very exceptional 
circumstances to consc;rve scarce foreign exchange of· the country as far as 
possible. If, there is any difficulty to get the ships manufactured by Indian 
Shipyards that could be sorted out by Government as I:1oth SCI and 
Shipyards are under the administrative edntrol of the.Ministry of Surface 
Transport. The Committee also suggest that to assist the Indian Shipyards 
who are heavily losing because of stoppage of shipbuilding activitie~. 
Govemmeat should draw up a need based integrated ship acquisition 
programme well in advance so that enoudt time could be given to Indian 
Slupyards to meet tne requlfemem of Shipping Industry. The Government 
should fully ensure that orders are placed on shipyards to enable them to 
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continue their ,cycle of production. The Committee also desire that ~v~n if 
Indian t;>uilt ships are a bit costly and Indian Shipyards take a little more 
time. Government should ensure that as a matter of policy all future 
orders for acquisition of ships are placed on indigenous shipyards. subject 
to availability of funds and their order book position. 

Reply of Government 

The Government has set up a committee under the Chairmanship of 
Secretary (SFT) to review and suggest long term measures for ensuring 
adequate orders on Indian Shipyards. This Committee will inter-alia look 
in,to drawing up of need based integrated ship acquisition programme from 
the Indian Shipyards. 

The Government have also rationalised .the pari-passu obligations of the 
Indian shipping companies vide their letter No. SW /MSD-8/81-MD, dated 
4-8-88. 

With the above measure, it is expected that the Indian Shipyards will not 
be starved of orders in the future. 

It may also be stated that as on 1-12-88, Cochin Shipyard Ltd. has 
orders for 3 NQIi. 86,000 DWT tankers from SCI and SCI has proposals to 
build 3 more such tankers for which orders are likely to be placed on 
Cochin Shipyard Ltd. HSL has at present orders placed by the SCI for two 
Nos. 42.750 DWT bulk carriers. besides orders for 4 Offshore Patrol 
Vessels for the Navy, 6 barges for the Central Inland Water Transport 
Corporation and 7 platforms for the ONGC. 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-II013/l/88-SY.II Dated 
2.6.89] 

Recommend.... SertaI No. 5 Para Nos. 2.72 " 2.73 

The Committee note that th" time spent in processing the ship 
acquisit~on proposals and for obtaining government approval thereto has 
been inordinately long. In the case of purchase of two MR Tankers from 
Japan. the delay involved was of the order of almost 3 years. The proposal 
was mooted in July. 1977, the Board's approval was given in December, 
1978 and the proposal was finally approved by Government in July. 1980. 
This delay resulted in additional expenditure of Rs. 736 lakhs. In another 
case of purchase of L.R. Tankers while the outline specifications were 
given in August. 1981, the proposal was approved by SCI Board in 
November, 1982 and by Government in May, 1983. In this connection, the 
Committee are informed that SCI streamlined its internal procedure for 
ship acquisition in eady 1987. This envi$ages a time frame of 30 weeks 
beginning with insertion of advertisement for purchase of ships and ending 
with the submission of Project Report. In this connection, the Ministry also 
informed the Committee during evidence that the procedure for 
sanctioning ship acquisition proposals of SCI had recently been studied and 
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certain suggestions in this regard are under consideration of Gon:rnml."nl 
The Committee do feel that certain amount of time lag in finall~ 
sanctioning the Ship Acquisition Proposals by Government is in-hllih in 
the system because of approvals needed at various levels. But there 
appears to be no justification for long delay of three years ashappencd in 
the above cited cases. Needless to say that the delay and long proccdurc~ 
involved in clearance of proposals have proved major hurdles in the 
acquisition of vessels resulting in the slippage in acquisition of additional 
tonnage both at public and private sectors despite the recession in the 
world shipping market. 

While taki"g a serious view of the long delay involved in clearing the 
Ship AcquiSition Proposals. the Committee urge that the Government 
should take an early decision with regard to streamlining the procedure 
which is stated to be under consideration at present and cut down the 
delay to the barest minimum. 

Reply of the Govenunent 

Government have been periodically reviewing the procedure and the 
manner in which the ship aC<.fuisition proposals of SCI are being 
processed for Government approval. Government are very keen to see 
that the acquisition proposals of SCI are approved at the earliest. There 
is, however. likely to be certain amount of delay as the investment 
decision has to be processed in the Ministry and thereafter submitte(i to 
the Public Investment Board for approval. It is only after the Public 
Investment Board has cleared the proposal from the investment angle. 
that the Ministry can approach the Cabinet Committee on Economic 
Affairs for final approval to the proposal. 

In the case of acquisitions which are below a total (.ost of Rs. 20 
crores. Ministry of Finance have since delegated powers in June. 1988 to 
the Administrative Ministry itself to take the investment decision after 
'ollowing the procedure laid down by the Expenditure finance 
'::ommittee. 

2. As recommended by COPU. detailed diliCussions have been held with 
Shipping Corporation of India to evolve a revised and compressed time 
schedule for processing the ship acquisition proposal of Shipping 
Corporation of India. 

3. As per the revised procedure. a two track approach has been agreed 
upon. SCI would first send their proposal based on indicative prices etc. 
for the acquisition. on the basis of which the investment decision would 
be processed within a period of 18 weeks and thereafter within a period 
of 8 weeks of obtaining a firm price. the deciSion of the Govt. would be 
communicated to the SCI. 

This procedure would be followed in all cases except wher~ ..erious· 
technical ami financial questions need 10 be soned out or because of 
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!',,j'II11'C of payment difficulties. Suitable sources of aid may have tL 
hc IOl"atcd sepawtely. 

iMmislry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-l1013/1/88-SY. II. 
dated 2.6.89]. 

Recommendation Serial No.6. Para Nos. 2.74 to 2.77 
The Committee have . observed that in February I 1977 Government 

had issued guidelines imposing a pari passu obligation on Indian 
~hipping companies purchasing vessels from abroad to place orders on 
indigenous shipyards. The pari-passu obligation stipulates inter alill that 
if the Indian Shipping Company purchases a new ship from abroad it 
must place order for equivalent tonnage on Indian Shipyard or in tbe 
case of second hand ship to the extent of the value of the ship 
acquired from abroad. However. this provision does not apply to 
specialised vessels or vessels of higher OWT than 75,000 DWT. The 
Ship-owners arc also required to place an order on the Indian 
Shipyard within 6 months from the date of delivery of the purchased 
foreign vessel. In so far as off-shore supply vessels are concerned. the 
application of pari-passu obligation will be in the ratio of 1:4 i.e. one 
ship 10 be built in Indian Shipyard against acquisition of 4 ships from 
ahmad. 

Not surprisingly. neither the Director General of Shipping, who is 
responsible for administering the guideliness nor the Shipping 
Development Funds Committee which has been given the role on 
advising the Government on the proposal for acquisition of vessels 
from abroad has ensured the implementation of pari-passu obligation. 
As a result. the present outstanding pari-passu obligation in favour of 
Indian Shipyards is of the order of 21.7.0 lakhs OWT (10.56 lakhs on 
account of SCI and the balance on account of other Shipping 
Companies). This large un-met obligation has. therefore, led to a 
situation where indigenous shipyards have been starved of orders and 
have in turn incurred heavy losses. According to Ministry. the main 
reasons for the huge backlog of pari-passu obligation was the steep 
fall in international prices of ships due to global recession in shipping 
industry. enabling the country to exploit the purchase of ships from 
ahroad. 

In this connection. the CMO of SCI also stated in evidence that 
"purl-pw,'su" obligation can be met only if the shipyards are in a 
position to build ships .... .pari-passu obligation is rather un-realistic as 
it is not related to indigenous ship-building capacity. To supplement 
this. the Ministry also stated before the Committee that the pari-passu 
obligation in the ratio of 1: 1 does not appear to be commensurate 
with actual ship building capacity oj Indian Shipyards.. . 

While the Committee are inclined to agree that in view of lhe 
existing ship-building capacity of national shipyards -it may not be 
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possible to fulfil the obligation in the 'ratio of I: 1. the CommHlcl' l',lIllllll 

but stress that the Government must ensure that at least an order \\ hi~'h 
can be executed within the country is not placed outside, 

Reply of the Government 
The following steps have been initiated to ensure ltdequatc f10\\ or 

orders on Indian shipyards for utilisation of their capacity' 
1. Revised pari·passu obligation stipulates that a shipping company 

having pari·passu obligation will have to clear the same hy placin!! 
order on Indian shipyards before any fresh case for import could he 
considered for the same company. 

2. To encourage the Indian shipping companies to place orders on 
Indian shipyards, Govt. has furt.her decided that a shipping 
company will be allowed to place orders on Indian shipyards 
beyond the assessed tonnage requirel1\ent in a particular perrod. 

3. Govt. have also set·up a Committee under the Chairmanship of 
Secretary (SFT) to review and suggest long-term measures for 
ensuring adequate orders on Indian shipyards, 

With the above measures. it is expocted that the Indian shipyards will nol 
be starved of orders in future. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. NO.H·11013/1/88·SY II dated 

2,6.89] 

Comments or the Committee 
[Please see para 12 of Chapter I of the Report) 

Recommendation Serial No.7, Para No. 2.78 
As regards shipbuilding capacity of Indian Shipyards. the 

Chairman of Cochin Shipyard Ltd. during his evidence before the 
Committee stated that Cochin Shipyard was designed to built ships of 
the size of 75,000 OWf and at present it was executing an order 
placed by SCI for the construction of 3 tankers of 86.000 OWT each. 
He also stated that SCI has informec.C CSL that in future they would 
need big ships of 1.20.000 OWf. He. therefore. stated that it would 
not be possible for Indian Shipyards to build big ships of this 
magnitude. He also stated that tanker of 86,000 OWf under 
construction at present with CSL. has been specifically designed at 
the instance of SCI and after completion of the present order CSL 
will not be able to receive any other order from SCI as vessels of 
higher OWT than 75,000 OWf are outside the purview of pari-passu 
obligation. The Committee feel· that in view. of the huge losses 
suffered by Indian Shipyards and to stop the outgo of foreign 
exchange, the Government should advi<;e SCI to avoid purchasing of 
big vessels of higher OWT from foreign shipyards especiaJly when 
vessels of'86,OOO OWT are reportedly suited to meet its requirement 
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and can now be built by CSL. The Committee would also like the 
Government to fully ensure that SCI is not allowed to go in for 1,20,000 
DWT vessels to circumvent pari-passu obligation as apprehended by Indian 
Shipyards. The committee recommend that the Government should 
consider the feasibility of having some institutional arrangement in the 
lorm of a Standing Body which should thoroughly examine proposals for 
ship acquisition Ilnd satisfy itself whether the ships acquisition orders to be 
placed abroad cannot be executed by indigenous shipyards within a 
reasonable time. This arrangement, to a great extent, will act as deterrent 
and will indirectly force the Shipping Companies to place orders with 
Indian Shipyards and will also help in discharging the pari-passu obligation. 

Reply 01 Government 

The size of a particular type of ship is determined by the t.raot: pattern 
and economic considerations. Considering the overall size of the fleet of 
SCI, the number of ships of larger size are only few, and all such the 
question of SCI resorting to purchase of larger size vessels to circumvent 
the pari passu obligation of Indian Shipyards does not arise. As a matter of 
fact, SCI has proposed further acquisition of 2/3 similar tankers (86,000 
OWT) from CSL. which is under consideration of the Government . .. 

The Government has also accepted the recommendation of th~ 
Committee regarding setting up of a Standing Committee to review and 
suggest long term measures for ensuring adequate orders on the Indian 
Shipyards. Government has accordingly constituted a Committee under the 
Chairmanship of Secretary (SFf) to review and suggest long-term 
measures for ensuring adequate orders on Indian shipyards. A copy of the 
Ministry's OM No. H-11013/1I88-~Y. II, dated 16.9.1988 constituting the 
Committee is reproduced below. 

lMinistry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-ll013 I 11 88-SY. dated 
2.6.89]. 

C_ts of the Committee 
[Please see para 15 of Chapter I of the Report] 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTR) OF SURFACE TR.ANSpnttT 
\SHIPPING WING) 

No. H-ll013/1/88-SY. II. New pelhi, the 16th Sept., 1988 
OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

SUlUECI' Constitution of a Standing Committee to review and 
sugge" long term measures for . ensuring, adequate 
orders on the Indian Shipyards. 

The undersigned is directed to say that it has been decided by the 
'Government to Q>nstitute a Standing Committee to review and suggest 
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long term measures for ensuring adequate orders on the Indian Shipyards 
with the following composition: 

(i) Secretary, Ministry of Surface Transport - Chairman 

(ii) Director General of Shipping - Member 

(iii) A representative of Ministry of Petroleum - Member 

(iv) Representative of Ministry of Defence (Naval Wing)- Member 

(v) Representative of INSA - Member 

:vi) Chairman & Managing Director. - Member 
Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. 

\ vii) Chairman & Managing Director. - Member 
Hindustan Shipyard Ltd. 

(viii) Chairman & Managing Director, - Member 
Cochin Shipyard Ltd. 

(ix) Joint Secretary (Shipping) - Member 

(x) Development Advisor (Ship Building & Repairs) - Convenor 

The Committee will .meet once' in six months to review the position of 
orders of Indian Shipyards. 

To 

(i) Shri Praveen Singh, 
Director General (Shipping), 
Jahaz Bhavan, Walchand Hirachand Marg, 
Bombay-400 001. 

(ii) Secretary, 
Ministry of Petroteum, 
Shastri Bhavan, 
New Delhli. 

(iii) Secretary, 
Ministry of Defence, 
South ~lock, 
New Delhi. 

(iv) Indian National 'Shipowners 
Association Bombay. 

Sd/-
(O.K. PILLAI) 

Direcior(S) 

They are 
requested tu 
nominate aa 
officer on 
the Standing 
Committee. 
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(v) Shri L.M.S. Rajwar, 
chairman & Managing Director, 
Shipping Corporation of India Ltd., 
245, Madame Cama Road. 
Bombay-40002l. 

(vi) Rear Admiral S.C. Bindra, 
Chairman & Managing Director, 
Hindustan Shipyard Ltd. 

(vii) Rear Admiral G.T. Wadwani, 
Chairman & Managing Director, 
Cochin Shipyard Ltd. 

(viii) Shri P.V. Rao, Joint Secretary (Shipping) 
(ix) Shri A.B. Takur, Development Adviser (SBR) 

Copy to ; 

(i) PS to Secretary 
(ii) OS (SY) 
(iii) AO (MD) 

Sd 1-
(G.K. PILLAI) 

Director(S) 
Recommendation SerIal No.8, Para No.2. 79 

The Committee are informed that ID order to sort out the problem!> 
faced by Indian shipowners and also by the Indian shipyards with regard to 
implementation of existing pari-passu obligation, the Government is 
reported to have n!viewed the existing pari-passu policy. The review has 
revealed tirat pari-passu in the ratio of 1: 1 is un-realistic and should be 
changed into 1 :2. It has also been suggested that pari-passu obligation 
accruing earlier to 1.1.1984 should be waived. As a result of this review, 
restructuring of the pari-passu obligation is reported to be under 
consideration of the Government. The Committee recommend that 
Government should take an early decision with regard to restructuring the 
pari-passu policy on a r.ealistic basis so that it could be effectively 
implemented. 

Reply 01 the Government 
Government has since issued the revised pari-passu guidelines vide OM 

NO. SW IMSD/8/81-MD, dated 4.8.88; A copy of the same is 
reproduced beiow. 

Audit'. ObIervatloaa 
The implementation and its implication win be examined in audit in due 

course. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport OM NO. H.1l01311/8&-SY-II, dated 

2.6.89] 
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 

(SHIPPING WING) . 
NO. SW/MSD-8/81-MD New Delhi, the 4th August, 1988. 
To 

Director General of Shipping, 
'Jahaz Bhawan' 
Walchand Hirachand Marg, 
BOMBAY. 

SUBIBC'C- Pari-Passu orders on Public Sector Shipyards by Indian Shipping 
Companies. 

Sir, 
The Government have been receiving representations both from 

Indian Shipping companies as well as shipyards against the implementation 
of the existing pari-passu obligations. In the light of the representations 
received as also the fact that the existing pari-passu obligations amount to 
over 21.28 lakh DWT and keeping in view the necessity of having 
competitive shipping industry, Govt. have reviewed the. existing guidelines 
on pari-passu obligations and have decided that the outstanding Pari-pass", 
obligations should be scaled down on pro-rata basis, so that the obligations 
of private sector shipping companies and SCI put together are about 5.00 
Jakh DWT. The scaling down would be worked out by DG Shipping 
keeping in mind the following principles:-

(i) those companies which have already been wound-up their pari-
passu obligations should be deleted; 

(ii) Pari-passu obligations against sick companies should be excluded; 
and 

(iii) the implications of 1977 guidelines about own funds utili.5ed for 
acquisition of a ship should be examined to work out the 
aggregate outstanding Pari-passu obligations against the shipping 
companies. 

2. Accordingly, in supersession of this Ministry's letters No. SW/MPS-
65n4--MD dated 23.2.,77, 10.5.77 and 7.7.77 on the subject mentioned 
above, Government are please to issue the revised guidelines annexed to 
this letter. The revise4 guidelines may please be circulated. fo all the 
shipping companies. 

Yours faithfuUy, 
:;d/-

(G.K. PILLAI) 
Director (Shipping) 
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Copy to:-

1. Development Adviser (SBR). SBR Division. Ministry of Surface 
Transport. New Delhi. 

2. Shri N. Ravi. Director, Ministry of Finance. Deptt. of Economic 
Affairs. New Delhi. 

3. Shri S.K. Purkayastha. Director. Ministry of Finance. Deptt. ~f 

Economic Affairs. (Banking Division), New Delhi. 

4. Shipping Credit & Investment Company of India, Nielon House. 254-
B, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Bombay-400025 

5. President, INSA, Bombay. 

Reviled Guidelines 

Sd-/ 
(O.K.PILLAI) 

Director (Shipping). 

Annexure 

(i) An Indian Shipping Company purchasing- new ships (bulk carrier / 
support vessel/tanker/passenger vessel/break-bulk liner. etc.) 
abroad will be required to place order for ship building at an Indian-
shipyard. 

This provision would also apply to specialised vessels. 

(ii) Pari-ptlSsu obligations in case of new acquisitions will continue to be 
in DWT. The obligation will however. be not less than one vessel for 
every three vessels purchased abroad. Pari-passu obligation in 
respeu of second hand acquisition will continue to be in terms of 
value and to the extent of. price paid for second hand vessels. 

(iii) The Pari-passu obligation would arise only after the shipping 
companies tonnage exceeded 50.000 DWT. 

(iv) The stipulation regarding the limit of 5 years of operation of a 
company is done away with. 

(v) The orders for meeting pori-passu obligations must be placed. befor;! 
the company comes up tor a proposal far further acquisition. 

(vi) aauses pertaining to liquidated damages. performance guarantee. 
non-fulftlment of contract delays in delivery etc. which are normally 
found in the contract!. executed with foreign shipyards would also 
be incorporated in the contracts with the Indian shipyards. 
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(vii) The price of the ship ordered on Indian shipyard~ would he 
governed by the policy formulated by the Government. This. price 
should. be a fixed price subject to escalation upto a ceiling of 7% 
and should be determined before an order is pla(''ed. The delivery 
of the vessel from the Indian shipyards should take place not· later 
than 36 months from the date of firm issue. The present system of 
determining international parity price would continue. 

(viii) Government would also provide exemptions from the pari-passu 
obligation, if basic ·conditions such as price, delivery period etc. 
are satisfied. 

Recommendation Serial No.9, Para No. 2.80 to 2.83 

A review of the ships acquired by SCI between 1973 and 1984 has 
revealed that in some cases cost escalation was allowed by SCI even 
though the contract was for a firm price. There were also technical defects 
in the vessels purchased from G.D.R., Romania and Yugoslavia, like 
cranes not lifting the designed weight, vessels suffering from operational 
problems and consuming excessive fuel or being structurally defective. Out 
of 90 ships pruchased from abroad during 1973-74 to 1984-85, price 
escalation was allowed by SCI in as many as 16 ships i.e. 4 each from 
Romania and GDR and 8 from Yugoslavia. In this connection, SCI had 
also admitted in their written reply that: 

"4 OBOs ordered from Yugoslavia developed structural defects 
and also had operational problems. Defects and problems were 
particularly severe with first two ships. Six Indik class cargo vessels 
and two VLCCs ordered with GDR and Yugoslavia respectively 
had problems with generators. Four Romanian ships had some 
problems with their cranes. Apart from these major problems there 
were also minor deficiencies in cargo gear and auxiliary 
machineries of some' other ships acquired from East European 
Countries." 

As regards enhancement of the price of ships corltracted for fixed price, 
even the company had admitted that shipyards had no right to ask iDr high 
price but they did ask and the matter was then considered at various levels 
in the Ministry of Shipping, Finance and Department of Economic Affairs 
and in over-all interest though it was not good. it was finally decided to 
pay higher price and get the ships. With regard to unsatisfactory 
performance of 8 cranes fitted in 4 bulk carriers purchased from Romanian 
Sh.ipyard, CMD of SCI also admitted in evidence that "obviously 
something was wrong in cranes whichl was not detected at the time of 
inspection ..... Within the short time the cranes were not able to lift the 
rated load." 

Also in the-case of 6 cargo vessels purchased from G.D.R. at a fixed 
price of Rs. 412.5 lakhs each, the shipyard demanded payment to the 

3102LS-7 
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extent of Rs. 717.5 lakhs each for first 3 vessels and Rs. 781.5 lakhs 
each for the remaining 3 vessels on account of increase in oost. The 
price of the 4 ships yet to be delivered was then agreed by sa at Rs. 
501.19 lakhs per vessel involving an additional payment of Rs. 354.76 
lakhs. Generator Engines fIXed on the vessels encountered major 
break-downs and these generators had to be ultimately replaced at a 
cost of Rs. 2.28 crores. Even after incurring so' much expenditure the 
vessels are reported to be suffering from major operational problems in 
respect of stability and high fuel consumption. However, no reference 
was made by the Company to the Ministry for their intervention and 
guidance in respect of these defective vessels purchased from G. D. R. 
as admitted by the Ministry in their written reply. 

The Committee are not satisfied with the explanation given by the 
representatives of SCI . in their oral evidence and also in the written 
information furnished before the Committee with. regard to purchase of 
defective veuels from Romanian, G.D.R. and Yugoslavian Shipyards. 
At this stage the Committee can only express their unbappinc8I over 
these deals. However, the Committee are of the view that had the SCI 
ensured thorough inspection of these vessels by their officers before 
taking delivery, the Company would have been saved from incurring 
heavy expenditure on getting the defects rectified. The Committee 
recommend tbat the inspection procedures and the, programme 
evaluation of the ships during warranty period should be thoroughly 
overhauled and streamlined to detect and pin-point deficiencies and 
defects at the time of take over or' imtnediately thereafter. 

Reply 01 the Govenunent 
Recommendations of the Committee have been accepted. The 

Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. has a well established procedure for 
inspection of ships during construction and for their performance 
evaluation during the warranty period. Over the yean, there has been 
a continuous upgrading of procedures based upon experience gained 
from the Shipyards the world over. Briefly the procedure presently 
being followed for new constructions is as follows:-

(a) After the contract has been signed with the selected shipyard, 
SCI's technical team' co-ordinates with the builder's design 
department in the finalisation and approval of all hull and 
machinery plans. These are also separately submitted for 
approval to the Oassification Society and where necessary to 
the national statutory authorities. 

(b) When construction commences, the SCI deputes a team of 
Engineers and Naval Architects who supervise aU aspects of 
construction. This work is carried out together with 
classification society surveyors. 
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(c) SCI's engineers witness the shop tests of all major machinery items 
and fabrication of blocks before erection. 

(d) When the vessel is nearing completion. a procedure for dock trials 
is drawn up with the shipyard and all equipment and systems 
which can be tried out at the Quay side are thoroughly checked. 
Around this time the Senior Afloat Officer who would be taking 
over the ship are posted to the shipyard both to familarise 
themselves with the equipment and systems and also to assist the 
SCI inspection team in carrying out intensive trials. 

(e) When the vessel is complete an inclining experiment is carried out 
to determine the light 5hip weight and stability of the ship. 

(f) SCI draws up with the shipyard a Sea Trial Code based generally 
upon the procedure recommended by one or several of tbe 
following:-

(i) Britisb Ship Research Association 
(ii) Society of Naval Architects & Marine Engineers 

(iii) Ship Research Institute of Norway. 
The sea trials establish that- the vessel performs at sea according to 
tbe designed parametres with regard to speed, fuel consumption, 
rate of cargo discharge where applicable and that its manoeuvring 
and sea keeping characteristics are satisfactory. Hull vibrations 
and noise levels are checked at all speeds and trial conditions to 
sure tbat they are within the acceptable limit. 

(8) All communication equipment, Navigational aids, life savini and 
fire fighting appliances are also tried out during the sea trial 
together with the· National Maritime Authority Surveyors. 

(h) AU defects noted by the SCI inspectors are brought to the 
attention of the Shipyard and their rectification is followed 
through, if necessary in consultation with Classification Society 
Surveyors. After completion of sea trial, some items of principal 
machinery are also opened up for inspection. The classifICation 
society and statutory authorities carry out their inJpcctions 
concurrently with SCI inspectors and they issue the necessary 
certificates of class and safety. 

(i) Prior to delivery, it is ensured that all pending predelivery defectg 
are rectified or suitably covered in an Addendum for subsequent 
rectification on builders account. The vessel usually sails out from 
the builder's yard with a guarantee engineer wbo may be retained 
at builder's option upto the limit of full guarantee period of one 
year. The ship building contract coven rcctification of defeCts on 
tbe vessel noticed during the guarantee period of builders account 
which can be attributed to faulty desip, bad material or bad 
workmanship_ 
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As directed by the COPV, SCI would constantly upgrade its inspection 
procedure and programme evaluation of ships during warranty period. 

!\linistry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-llOI3/1/88-SY II dated 
2.6.89] 

Recommendation Serial No. 10, Para Nos. 3.66 to 3.67 

The Committee note that in 1985, SCI had 158 ships and also took over 
12 ships from Mogul Lines after its merger with SCI in June, 1986. In 
September. 1987, the fleet strength came down to 134. The maximum fall 
of 26 ships w.lS in the case of Liner vessels. In this connection, SCI 
informed the Committee during evidence that as it was incurring losses 
year after year. its large number of fleet was proving to be a drag on the 
financial viability of the Company and as such they took a deliberate 
decision to review the entire fleet taking into account the techno-economic 
aspects of each ship. change in the trade environment etc. As a result, SCI 
decided to shed two million tonnage during 7th Plan by getting rid of ships 
which were relatively fuel inefficient. As a result, SCI scrapped I sold as 
many as 80 ships from 1981-82 to 1986-87 i.e. 20 ships in 6th Plan and 60 
ships in 7th Plan. Out of 60 ships scrapped I sold between 1985-86 to 1987-
88 (upto November, 1987) as many as 23 ships had not completed their 
normal life of 20 years and 9 ships were still having a balance life of 6 to 
10 years. 

The Committee are also informed that according to the procedure being 
followed at present for the disposal of ships, the proposal is first 
considered by the Board of Directors of the Company and then approval 
of the Ministry is sought thereto. Apart from the Ministry's approval, the 
Director· General of Shipping is also involved in this process. Therefore, 
after clearance at various levels, the ship is disposed off. However, in view 
of very large number of ships disposed off during the last 4-5 years, the 
Committee have their own doubts that the present system of scrapping I 
disposal of ships is not fool-proof and leaves much scope for mal-practices 

and corruption. The Committee recommend that as the disposal/scrapping 
of ships involves crores of rupees and to obviate any scope for corrut>tion 
etc .• the Government should consider the feasibility of constituting a high 
powered committee to provide guidance and to resolve all problems 
connected with scrapping I disposal of ships. The recommendations of the 
so .constituted committee should be considered at the highest level in the 
Government and only thereafter SCI should be allowed to scrap / dispose 
of any .ship. 

Reply of tile Government 
Permission to scrap for sale the ships of any Indian Shipping Company 

including SCI to an Indian party is given by the D.G. Shipping under the 
delegated statutory powers of Section 42.1 of the Merchant Shipping Act. 
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A shipping company (including SCI) is required to submit to the DG (S) 
an application requesting permission to scrap a ship. The request inter 
alia gives full details of the vessei, condition of the vessel and its 
c;quipment, earnings from the vessel during the previous 3 years, expenses 
incurred on the vessel during the pre-vious 3 years including the expepses 
on repairs and maintenance and the loans and mortgages outstanding 
against the vessel. The Company is also required to give anticipated 
earnings of the vessel in the coming years as well as the anticipated 
expenditure including special service, dry docking and major repairs 
before the proposal is sent by SCI to DG., each case is considered by the 
Board of Directors of SCIon which the Ministry is adequately 
represented. The Board considers' the projections of the earnings trom the 
vessel, expenses to be incurred on operating the vessel including expenses 
on repairs, maintenance, special surveys, dry docking etc. & examines the 
viability of continuing to operate the vessel from techno-economic 
considerations. 

2. The above information is considered by the DG (S) and if the ves$el 
is found to be techno-economically unviable for further operations, 
permission to scrap the vessel is granted, subject to clearance of dues to 
SDFC I Govt. if any. 

3. In cases where the powers of the Central Government under Section 
42.1 have not been delegated to the DG (S) (namely, where the vessel is 
to be sold to a party outside India for scrapping) the shipping company 
approaches this Ministry, through DG (Shipping) for approval. In such 
casell, the approval is accorded by the Ministry on the basis of the 
technical advice given by the DG (Shipping). 

4. In all cases where Govt. loans are outstanding on the ship proposes 
to be sold I scrapped, permission is granted after ensuring that these loans 
have been fully repaid or alternate security has been provided for the 
amount of loan outstanding on the ship. 

S. The above policy is uniformally applicable to both,the private sector 
and the public sector proposals. 

6. However, considering the recommendation made by COPU, 
Government have decided to constitute a high powered Committee to lay 
down guidelines for SCI to follow in scrapping their ships. Government 
would however, not deem it necessary to appJOve each and every 
proposal of SCI for scrapping of their ships, provided such scrapping 
confirms to the guidelines of the high powered Committee, as finally 
approved by the government. 

AudIt's Oblervadoaa 

Government orders on appointment of High Powered Committee. to lay 
down the guidelines are not received so far. 
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Reply of Gover'IIIaeId OD Audit'. 0bIenad0na 
A copy of the Ministry's OM No. H-l1013 I 1 I 88-SY-II, dated 

13.2.1989 constituting the Hich Level Committee was forwarded to Audit 
on 8-5-1989. A copy of this OM is reproduced below. 

[Ministry of Surface Tranaport OM No. H-llOI3 I 1 I 88-SY-II, dated 
2.6.1989J 

GOVERNMENT OP INDIA 
MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 

(SHIPPING WING) 

No. H-l1013/1188-SY-U New Dolhi, the 13th February, 1989. 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
SUBJECT : Constitution of (l High lev,l Committee to lay dow,. guidelines for 

SCI to follow in scrapping of tltdr ships. 
The undersigned is directed to say that in their 44th Report on 

Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. (1987--88). the Committee on Public 
Undertakings have recommended that the Government should consider the 
feasibility of constituting a high powered committee to provide guidance 
and to resolve all problems connected with scrappiagl disposal of ships and 
that the recommendatioD of the so constituted committee should be 
considered at the highest level in the GovemmeN and only thereafter SCI 
should be allowed to scrap I dispose of any ship. This recommendation has 
been considered by the Government and it haa been decided to c:onstit.ute 
a high level committee which would lay down the guidelines for SCI to 
follow in scrapping of their ships. 

2. The composition of the committee will be as foUows:-

(i) Shri Praveen Singh, Director General (Shipping)-Chairman 
(ii) Shri P.V. Rao, JS(S). Ministry of Surface Transport-Member 

(iii) Shri N.C. Chatterjee, FA, Ministry of Surface Transport- M,mber 
(iv) Shri N.C. Singhal, Managing Director, SCIO-Member 
(v) Shri L.M.S. Rajwar, CMD. SCI-Member 

3. The Committee will examine in detail the procedure now 
foUowed by SCI for lQ"apping of their shiP. and will recommend detailed 
gui~lines for the cootideratioo· of Govt. reprdina the .lQ"apping of their 
ships by SCI. 

4. The Committee will tubmit its report witbin3 months. 

SdI-
(G.K. PILLAI) 

Dinctor($) 



To 
(i) Shri Praveen SinJh, OO(S) 
(il) Sbri P.V. RaO, JS(S) 

(iii) Shri N.C. Chatterjee, FA 
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(iv) Shri N.C. Singhal, Managing Director, SOO 
(v) Shri L.M.S. Rajwar, CMD, SCI 

Copy forwarded to: 
ChaimuQa &: Managing Director, Shipping Corporation of India Ltd., 

245, Madame Cama Road, Bombay-400021 - With the request to render 
all infonnation/881istauce required. by the Committee. 

Copy forwarded for information: 
(i) Minister, SFT 

(ii) Deputy MiDilter, SFI' 
(iii) Secretary, SFT. 

SdI-
(G.K. PILLAI) 

DiTtcUJr(s) 

SdI-
(G.K. PILLAI) 

Director(s) 

Jtecow .......... s.w No. II, .... Nat. 3 •• to 3.71 

The Committee note that liner fleet . of sa at the time of its 
incorporation in 1961 comiJted of 15 IIbipI (1.061akbs GRT). The number 
of ships increaaed to 73 (7.62 laths GRT) as on 31.3.1989. However, in 
September, 1987 the fleet .trenJlb declined to 47 Ihips. As a result, the 
liner cargo tODnap Dow constitutes 17.4% of the total as against 76% at 
the time of its incorporation. 

The operational results of the Hner vessell have revealed that the 
losses suffered by liner servieea bave trameudously increased from RI. 
370)1 luhs in 1979-80 to RI. 1653.00 lakhs in 1985-86. Some of tile Uner 
Services like W.C. India/East Afrial and EO/East Africa (now 
comb~), E.C.I./AustraJia and W.C.I.IAUltralia (Amalgamated in 

. October, 1987, India/USA/Atlantic) and India/USA (Pacific) have been 
continuous, runninl into heavy losses during the period 1981-82 to 1986-87. 
The losses in India/UK/USA (Combined), a New Service created by the 
company rose ste.aply from Rs. 233.27 lakhs in 1985-86 to an alumina 
figure of RI. 1625.25 Iakh in 1~87. 
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According to SCI the main reasons for the losses are the 
breakdown of the conference system leading to more intensive and 
unhealthy competition resulting in fall in freight rates in several liner 
sactors. FurthermOle, Indian ports are used as way ports by large 
foreign operators who fill up their ships on an incremental cost basis by 
dumping the shipper service at Indian ports. Whatever cargo they pick 
up at Indian ports ii Ii bonus for them. On the other hand, SCI has to 
rely upon Indian ports to provide base cargo which is eroded on 
account of operation of large fc .' Ign operators. 

The Committee have be: • I informed that in order to bring down the 
losses SCI has restructured certain services like UK-ContinentI USA 
Service, India/Australia Service and India/East Africa Service. In 
addition, the Company has entered into a chartered arrangement with 
Continental Line to cover cargo from certain Latin American Countries. 
The Committee desire that the operational results of all the services 
should be continously monitored with a view to . discontinue services 
which are commercially not viable and to promote only those services 
which have a chance of turning the comer. The Committee are of view 
that there is no point in operating a service which cannot be justified on 
commercial considerations. 

Reply of the Government 
The services operated by the Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. are 

continuously monitored by them with a view to either maximising profit 
or minimising the losses as the case may be. As a result of such 
exercise, SCI had closed down non-viable services which did nm have 
the potential of earning profits. For example, the SCI had closed down 
the India/US-Pacific service and the India/West Africa service when it 
was felt that these services were losing heavily and there was no scope 
for reviving them in the immediate future. The recommendation of the 
Committee is being kept in view by the Shipping Corporation of India 
Ltd. and the services operated~ by them are being continuously 
monitored. 

[Ministry of Surface Transpon O.M.No. H-l1013/lI88-SY-U, dated. 
2-6-8~) 

Recommendation Serial No. 13, Para Nos. 3.7S & 3.76 
The Committee have also noticed that as a result of cut throat 

competition fr"m foreign shippers, capacity utilisation of liner service of 
SCI in outward direction has steadily fallen from 77% in 1978-79 to 
49% in 1985-86. It increased marginally to 51.78% in 1984-85 and again 
slumped to 48% in 1985-86. According to the company. the capacity 
utilisation of the liner service has now improved to 58.62% in 1986-87 
by taking steps like scrapping/sale of large general ca~go liner vessels; 
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aggressi,,~ marketing strategy; emphasis on contamerislltion and close 
liaison with suppliers; agents and brokers. 

The Committee are glad to note that to bring down the losse!> of linN' 
sef\'ice, SCI has taken steps like restructuring of certain routes including 
UK/USA Service. India/Australia Service. Indian East African Service 
aod coverage of trade to certain Latin American countries. The Committee 
suggest that SCI/ Government should also consider restructuring other 
remainiag servi4:es and explore new areas of international trade 10 further 
improve the capacity utilisa~on of liner service on outward direction. 

Reply of tIae Go¥e...-& 
The recommendations of the Committee have been accepted. The SCI 

has been lOOking at various avenues for restrueturiRg ils services with a 
view to increasing capacity utilisation. The Australia services have been 
further restructured with effect from August. 1988 to improve capacity 
utilisation and minimise losses. This new Service is also based on ca~ 
substantial volume of cargo from countries in S(lUth East Asia to Australia 
The SCI also' continuously scans the environment and seeks epponUntlieS 
for covering new areas. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-l1013/1/88-SY-II. datp.d 

2.6.89.) 
Recommendation Serial No. 14, ...... Ne. 3.11 

The Committee have also observed that tbe percentage of bi&h freighted 
cargo carried by SCI was only to the extent of 35 to 45% and low freighted 
cargo carried by SCI was in the range of 55 to 65%. It is all due to unfair 
CQrnpetition through which foreign vessels secure a large proportion of high 
freighted cargo. To protect the interest of Indian Shipping Industry in 
general and SCI in particular the Committee have already reconunended in 
para 3.74 of this Report for providing compulsory cargo su.pport \0 Indian 
vessels at Indian Ports by enactment of a legislation. Besideli, tbe 
Committee would also suggest that SCI should adopt more viaomus and 
dynamic strategy to attract cargo by keeping an effeccive IWiOR with 
foreign brokers and other trading agents. This will 80 a IOQI way in 
improving the capacity utilisation of its vessels. 

Reply of tile Gow".lII'" 
As regards cargo support to Indian veuels, the positIOn has been 

explained in the reply to the recommendation at S. No. 12 (para No. 
3.74). 

Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. has adopted and auressive 
mar"eting strategy to increase its market shares. In addition to regular 
visits to shippers and their intermediates viz. freisht brokers' and dcaring 
and forwarding agents hy its marketing officers. the SCI has also lMarted a 
direct dialogue with the shippers of bigh freighted cargo at the points of 
origin of <:frgo so as to understand better the needs of the shippen. The 
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SCI has also appoinred various agents abroad who. among other functions, 
also take Gm~ of marketing and booking cargoes for the SCI in their 
respective regions. Frequent meetings are held with these agents so that 
th~'} ar~' dearly aware of policy decisions adopted by the SCI with regard 
til 4.:argo canvassing. Marketing is a continuous process and the Shipping 
Curporation of India Ltd. will continue to strive to compete for cargoe!1 
throu/?-h effective marketing. 
IMini-.lry of Surt'ace Transport O.M. No. H-l1013/1/88-SY-II, dated 

• 2.6.89}. 
Kt!commt!ndation Serial No .• 7, Para NOI. 3.83 and 3.84 

Article :n of the Articles ut Association of the Company stipulates that 
it any servil'c operated by the company in pursuance of direction or 
; :lstruction issued hy the President of India. the company shall be 
rcimhursed to the extent of the loss suffered for operation of that 
particular service provided the company has suffered an over-all loss 
Juring the relevant financial year in respect of the operation of its trade, 
route or service etc. In this connection. the Committee on Public 
Undertakings (1964-65) in its Third Report had also recommended that 
Commercial Organisations like SCI should not be asked by Government to 
undertake any activity on non-commercial basis except by issuing a 
directive under Articles of the Corporation. 

As back as in 1971-72. the Committee on Public Undertakings had 
desired SCI to popularise services to Andaman & Lakshadweep as these 
Islands had great potential as tourist resorts and with the development of 
traffic there it would be possible for SCI to reduce losses in these sectors. 
The Committee are. however. distressed to find that there has been no 
appreciable increase in the number of passengers or the quantity of general 
cargo carried by SCI in these two loectors. In Andaman, the development 
of tourist traffic is also imported to hav~ been hampered because of 
restrictions imposed by Andaman Administration on travelling by fordgn 
tourists. As regards cargo movement, some of the Shipping Companies in 
the Private Sector are reported to be thriving at the cost of SCI as they 
carry only high freighted cargo leaving low freighted cargo for SCI. The 
Committee recommended that the Government in consultation with the 
Andaman Administration should take urgent steps to help SCI to get ~he 
maximum share of available cargo so that it does not suffer at the hands of 
private companies. The Committee also recommend that for this purpose 
fresh instructions should be issued to all Government agencies requiring 
them tu offer their cargo only to SCI. 

Reply or the Government 
Regarding issue of directives under Article 37 of the Articles of 
Association of the Shlppmg Corporation of India Ltd., the position has 
been explained in the Action Taken Note on para 3.85 (SI. No. 18) of. the 
recommendations of COPU. 
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2. Regarding making available maxim~m sharI! of aVililable cargo to 
iCI's ships it may be pointed out that as per the instructions Issued by the 
A k N Admn. from time to time. the shipment of Government cargo from 
mainland to A & N Islands and vice versa is to be made by vcssals owned 
by A & N Admn. or SCI. This matter has been further considered My the 
Government in the light of the recommendations of the Commince Oil 

Public Undertakings and it has been decided that when the vessels of SCI I 
A & N Admn. are available. the preference for transportation 01 
Government cargo from mainland to A & N Islands and vice versa should 
go for transportation by SCII A & N Admn. vessels only. Ne"essar~ 
instructions have be~n issued to all concerned in this regard vide this 
Ministry's letter No. H-l1013/l/88-SY. dated 25-10-88 (Copy reproduced 
below) 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No 'H-l101311/88-SY-IJ, dated. 
2.6.89). 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 

(SHIPPING WING) 

No. H-l1013/lI88-SY II. 
To 

(1) Chief Secretary, 
Andainan & Nicobar Admn., 
Port Blair. 

(2) Director General (Shipping) 
Jahaz Bhavan, 
Walchand Hirachand Marg, 
Bombay-400001. 

(3) Secretary, 
Ministry of Defence. 
South Block, 
New Delhi. 

(4) Secretary, 
Ministry of Home Affairs. 
North Block, 
New Delhi. 

New Delhi, the 25th October. 1988. 
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(5) Director General of Supplies & Disposals. 
Jeevan Tara Building. 
Parliament Street. 
New Delhi. 

(6) Chief Controller of Chanering. 
Ministry of Surface Transport, 
New Delhi. 

SlJBJECT~ Traruportation of Government cargo from mainland to Andaman 
& Nicobar Islands by Indian flag vessels. 

Sir. 

I am directed to say that the Committee on Public Undertakings in their 
44th Report on Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. has pointed out that 
some of the shipping companies in the private sector operating on the 
mainland-Andamansector are reported to be thriving at the cost of SCI as 
they carty only high freighted cargo leaving low freighted cargo for SCI. 
The Committee has, therefore. recommended that the Govt. in 
consultation with Andaman & Nicobar Admn. should take urgent steps to 
help SCI to get the maximum share of available cargo so that it does not 
suffer at the hands of private companies. The Committee has further 
recommended that for this purpose fresh instructions should be' issued to 
all Government agencies requiring them to offer their cargo only to SCI. 

2. As per the instructions issuedby the A & N Admn. from time to timc 
the shipment of Govl. cargo from mainland to Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands and vice versa is to be made by vessels owned by the A & N 
Admn. or Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. This matter has been further 
considered by Govt. in the light of the recommendations of the Committee 
on Public Undertakings mentioned above and it is decided that when the 
vessels of Shipping Corporation of India Ltd.! Andaman & Nicobar Admn. 
are available. the preference for transportation of Gvot. cargo' from 
mainland to A & N Islands and vice versa should go for transportation by 
SCI I A & N Admn. vessels only. 

3. You are requested to take necessary action to issue suitable 
instructions to all concerned on the above lines. 

Yours faithfully. 

Sd 1-

(G.K. PILLA!, 
Director (S) 
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Recommendation Serial No. 18, Para No. 3.11S 

Although the Government has been rc-imbursing losses both in respect 
of Mainland-Andaman and Mainland-Lakshadweep Services, no directive 
under Article 37 of the Articles of Association of the Company hcw; been 
issued by ..,vernmenf so far. The Committee would therefore, like to 
reiterate the recommendation made by Committee on Public Undertakings 
in 1965 that "Commercial Organisations" like SCI shquld not be asked to 
undertrake any activity on non-commercial basis except by issuing a 
directive under Articles of Association. 

Reply of the Government 

The recommendation of COPU has been examined by the Government. 
The Government accept the recommendation of COPU that Commercial 
Orgainsations like SCI should not be asked to undertake any activity on 
non commercial basis except by issuing a directive under Articles of 
Association. A directive has been issued to Shipping Corporation of India 
Ltd. under Article 37 of the Articles of Association of SCI regarding 
operation of mainland-Andaman & Nicobar and mainland-Lakshadweep 
services vide this Ministry's letter No. H-ll013/1I88-SY. 11 dated 27-12-
1988. A copy of the directive issued is reproduced below. 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M.No. H-I101311 /88-SY.II dated 
2.6.89.J 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 
(SHIPPING WING) 

No. H-l1013/1/88-SY II. New Delhi. the 27th December. 1988. 

To 

The Chairman & Managing Director, 
Shipping (..orporation of India Ltd., 
245, Madam Cama Road, 
Bombay-400001. 

SUBJECT: Operation of Main/and·.A.ndaman & Mainland·Lakshadweep 
servic~s by Shipping Corporation of Indio Ltd. 

Sir. 

I am directed to say that the Committee on Pllblic Undertakings.in thefr 
14th Report (1987·88) (Eighth Lok Sabha) on Shipping Corporation of 
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India Ltd. has pointed out that although the Government has been 
reimbursing loslies both in respect of Mainland-Andaman and Mainland-
Lakshadweep services, no .directive under Article 37 of the Articles of 
Association of the Company has been isseud by the Government so far. 
The Committee, has therefore, reiterated their recommendations in 1965 
that Commercial orgainsations like SCI Should not . be. asked to undertake 
any activity on non-commercial balis except by issuing a c:lfFective under 
Articles of Association. 

2. The above recommendation of the Committee on Public Undertakings 
have been considered by the Government and accepted. The President of 
India, iii therefore. pleased to direct the Chairman & Managing Director. 
Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. under Article 37 of the Articles of 
Association of SCI to operate the shipping service between Mainland and 
Andaman & Nicobar and between Mainland and Lakshadweep. on such 
fares as are approved by Government. through its bwn vessels to the 
extent the requirement of such services cannot be catered to by the vessels 
pwned by Andaman & Nicobar and Lakshadweep Administrations. 

Yours faithfully. 
Sd /-

(G.K. PILLAI) 
Dirtc:tor(S) 

llKOmmendation Serial No. 10. Para No. 3.87 
The Committee also find that till 1970 SCI was being reimbursed full 

losses but thereafter Government decided to re-imburse only 80% of the 
losses and that too only in those years in which SCI incurred an over-all 
loss. In profit making yearli Government decided that SCI should absorb 
those 101l&<ls. In their written note furnished to the Committee the Ministry 
of Surface Transport have allO recognised ·the need to re-imburse the 
entire 10lses suffered by SCion' running such socio-political services 
without linking to the over-all profit or loIS position of the Corporation. In 
this connection. the Ministry of Surface Transport is also reported to have 
moved a proposal in January. 1988 to re-imburse 100% losses of SCI and 
Government's decision in this matter is expected shortly. The Committee 
hope tbat the Government would take appropriate decision in the matter 
soon and apprise the Committee in the matter. 

Reply 01 tbe Government 
A decision has already been taken by the Government to reimburse to 

Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. 100% of the losses incurred by them in 
operatina their own vesselli on Mainland-Andaman & Nicobar and 
Mainland-Lakshadweep services with effect from the accounting year 
1987-88 litarting on 1-7-87 onwardli irrespective of the consideration 
whether the corporation earns profit or loss in its over-all operations. It 
has also been decided that the respective Administrations' concen'led 
would re-imburse the entire operating cost to Shipping Corporation of 
India Ltd. on operating M.V. Andamanl and such other vessels owned by 
the 
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Government and employed on Mainland-Andaman & Mainland-
Lakshadweep services irrespective of the consideration whether the 
corporation earns profit or loss in its over-all operations. Orders to the 
above effect have been issued on 6-6-88. A copy of the Ministry's letter 
No. SS. 1601213/86-SL dated 6-6-88 is reproduced below. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M.No.H-UOI3/1188-SY.II Dated 2.6.89) 

No. SS. 16012/3/86-SL 

To 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY OF SURFACE TRANSPORT 
(SHIPPING WING) 

New Delhi, dated the 6th June, 1988 

The Chairm,an and Managing Director, 
Shipping Corporation of India Limited, 
SHIPPING HOUSE, 229/232, Madam Cama Road, 
BOMBA Y -400021. 

SUBJEC-'T: Shipping services between Mainiand-Andaman And Nicobar 
and Mainland-Lakshadweep Isllmds-Revision of passenger 
fares between Mainland and Andaman-reimbursement of 100% 
losses irrespective of profitllars of Corporation on its overall 
operations-regarding. 

Sir. 
I am directed to refer to this Ministry's letter No. 40-MO(2)/72-MO-

Vol. IV, dated the 9th Jan., 1978 and to say that passenger fares between 
Mainland and Andaman & Nicobar Islands have since been revised with 
effect from 1st June, 1988 and the revised fares have been notified in the 
Gazette Extraordinary, dated the 31st May, 1988 (copy attached), 

2. I am also directed to convey the approval of the President to the 
reimbursement with effect from the accounting year 1987-88 starting on lst 
July, 1987 onwards, to Shipping Corporation of India Ltd., of 100% losses 
in respect of their own vessels on the Mainland-Andaman and Nicobar and 
Mainland-Lakshadweep Shipping Services by Government of India and of 
the entire operating cost by the respective Administration concerned in 
respect of M.V. Andamans and such other vessels owned by the 
Government and employed on Mainland-Andaman and Mainland-Laksha-
dweep services, irrespective of the consideration whether the Corporation 
earns profit or makes loss on its overall operations. 

3. This issues with the approval of Finance Wing vide th~ir U.O.No. 
23SSITFl/88, dated the 6th June, 1988. 

Yours faithfully, 
ad 1 -

(D.O. SooD) 
Under Secretary to the Government'-of india. 
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Copy with enclosure for information and necessary action to: 
1. Lt. Governor. Andaman & Nicobar Administration, Port Blair. 
2. The Lt. Governor. Lakshadweep Administration, K&varati. 
3. The Ministry of Home Affairs (Attn: Shri Ashok Nath. 1.S.) 
4. Cabinet Secretariat. New Delhi with reference to their endorsement 

No. 14/CMl18(i~. dated 4.5: 1988 (Case No. 187/14/88) and D.O.No. 
93/112188-Cab .• dated 27.5.1Y88. 

5. Dr. (Mrs.) Manju Sharn ' ..!, Chief Science and Secretary, I.D.A .• 
Planning Commission, Y ojana Bhavan. New Delhi. 

6. The Director General of Shipping. "lAHAZ BHA VAN". Walchand 
Hirachand Mar,g. Bombay. 

7. Finance Wing. Ministry of Surface Transport. 
8. D.O. (SU), Ministry of Surface Transport. 

sd / -
(D.O. SOOD) 

Under Secretary to th~ Government of India. 

Recommendation Serial No. 22, Para Nos. 4.20 & 4.21 
The Committee are informed that the Company had submitted a 

proposal to, Government in May. 1985 to acquire six such vessels from a 
West German Shipyard at a cost of Rs. 28 crores each hut it has not yet 
been sanctioned by Government. The proposal is reported to hdvC; been 
considered at various levels and by the time it was appraised and submitted 
to PIB for clearance on 1-5-1986, the cost of the ships shot up from Rs. 28 
crores to Rs. 40 crores each. Even after clearance of the proposal hy PIB, 
the SCI ,was given three options hy the Ministry i.e. to negotiate the rate 
with the' West German Yard as the offer was old and might have 
undergone a change resulting in tuIge foreign exchange v4riations: to 
explore the rupee payment area; and to explore second hand market. 
Accordingly. after exploring various possibilities. SCI, sent a proposal to 
the Ministry in September, 1987. for Vurchase of four 3 1/2 years' old 
second hand container vessels at a cost of Rs. 19 crores each. The proposal 
has been cleared by the PIB and is awaiting Cabinet's approval. The 
Cornmittee were informed during evidence that the ships are expected to 
join the SCI fleet in April, 1988 provided the proposal was cleared by the 
Cabinet. 

The Committee find that the SCI and the Ministry of Surface Transport 
together have taken inordinately long time of· 6 years in finalising the 
proposal for purchase of vessels which is still pending before the Cabinet 
for approval. After analysing the facts placed before them the Committee 
h~ve come to the inescapable conslusion t~at the procedure currently being 
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followed in acquiring the container vessl.es is quite cumbersome. i\)Jlg and 
inevitably results in avoidable delays which ultimately result in l'scalatioll 
of the prices of the ships. The Committee. therefore. recommend that thl' 
whole procedure should be thoroughly studied from all angles and 
streamlined with a view to ensure prompt c1earllnce of the proposals. 

Reply or the Government 
Government have. been periodically reviewing the procedure and .-

manner in which the ship, acquisition proposals of SCI 'are being procesSlOQ 
for Government approval. Government are very keen to see that the 
acquisition proposals of SCI are approved at the earliest, There is. 
however, likely to be certain amount of delay as the investment decisiQra 
has to be processed in the Ministry and thereafter submitted to the PubJlt 
Investment Board for approval. It is only after the Public investment 
Board has cleared the proposal from the investment angle. that the 
Ministry can approach the Cabinet Committee on Economic AfflitrS' for 
final approva~ to the proposal. 

In the case of acquistitions which are below a total cost of Rs, 20 crores. 
Ministry of Finance have since delegated powers in June 1988 to the 
administrative Ministry itself to take the investment decision after 
following the procedure laid down by the Expenditure Finance Committee. 

2. As recommended by COPU. detailed discussions have been held with 
Shipping Corporation of India to evolve a revised and ~mpressed time 
schedule for processing the ship acquisition proposal of Shipping 
Corporation of India. 

3. As per the revised procedure a two track approach has been agreed 
upon. SCI would fi", send their proposal based on indicative prices for the 
acquisition on the basis of which investment decision would be processed 
within a period of 18 weeks and thereafter within a period of 8 weeks of 
obtaining the firm price. the decision of the Government would be 
communicated to the SCI. 

This procedure would be followed in all cases except where serious 
technical and financial questions need to be sorted out or because of 
balance of payment difficulties. suitable sources of aid may have. to be 
located separately. 

Audit', Obttervation 
The implementation and its implication will be examined in audit in due 

course. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-l1013/l/88-SY-II. dated 

2-6(89) 

Recommeadatioa Serial No. 13, Para No. 4.22 
The Committee DOte that SCI had originally requested the Ministry for 6 

new cellular container vessels and had also invited tenders. It was 
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only on the direction of the Ministry that SCI had to explore the second 
hand market. It is now being argued that the economic viability of second 
hand container vessels is better than the new ships. According to the 
Ministry. by April. 1988, the second-hand container vessels will be about· 
3th years old and would still be .havin-g 16'1.z years more as the normal 
operational life of such ships is 20 years. It was also stated that "the 
operational cost of the second-hand vessels is slightly more than the brand 
new vessels. What was identified for the purpose was about 3'h years old 
vessels. It serves well operationally." The Commiuee have no doubt in 
their mind that Second-hand ships are no substitute for new ones. As the 
technology in the field of shipbuilding is fast improving and latest 
techniques are being developed to manufacture ships which are fuel-
efficient. the argument of the Ministry in favour of second-hand ships is 
untenable. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the second hafid ships will 
continue to work efficiently for 16117 years. It would be relevant to point 
out here that SCI had an unpleasant experience of -the worthiness of old 
ships when it had to sell 23 ships (discussed elsewhere in this report) 
before they could complete their normal life of 20 years and 9 of them had 
still a balance life between 6-10 years. The Committee, therefore, desire 
that the whole. matter should be re-examined in all its ramifications to 
decide about the economies of the proposal so that the relative suitability 
of the new and second hand vessels is determined to the best interests of 
the Company. 

Reply 01 the Government 
The Shipping Corporation of India 'hac:! submitted a proposal for the 

acquisition of second hand container vessels. However, this proposal 'could 
not fructify as no decision could be taken on the acquisition, within the 
validity period of the offers. There is. thlls, no proposal at present before 
the Government for the acquisition of second-hand Container vessels. 

2. The observations of the committee have been noted by the 
Government and future proposals. if any for acquisition of second hand 
vessels, would be examined in all its ramifications to decide about the 
economies of the proposals so that the relative suitability of the new and 
second hand vessels is determined to the best interest of the Shipping 
Corporation of India. 

[Ministry of Surface Tr~nsport O.M. No. H-11013/1/88-SY II 
dated 2-6-89J 

Recommendation Serial No. 24, Para No. 4.13 
The Committee have observed that the share of SCI in the total 

container traffic had increased from 16% in 1984 to 22% in 1986 but the 
container services on all the sectors have been continuously running into 
losses. SOmb of the services like WCI I Australia, India I USA (Pacific) 
and India I USA (Great Lakes) have been incurring losses since their 
introduction. Since more and more international 5hipping companies "'e 
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switching over to container ships to attract wor Id market. the SCI should 
also explore new avenues to attract more traffic to make its service viable 
8Ild profitable. To achieve that end. the compeny should identify areas 
which are unprofitable. and restructure its container services in those areas 
to contain rising losses. Vigorous efforts should also be madc by SCI to 
popularise container traffic among shippers and have adequate number of 
inland container depots besides developing proper feeder transport 
facilities by rail / road etc. 

Reply of the Govenuneat 

Containerisation is crucial to success in tuture liner operations. The SCI 
has recoganised this and has identified containerisation as a key future 
thrust area. The SCI decided to introduce containerisation in a phased 
manner. In 1984 the SCI started a full container service deploying its ,own 
semi-container ships. Gradually' these vessels were substituted by in-
charted fully cellular vessels. Presen.tly. due to a tremendous increase in 
charler hire rates of cellular vessels, the SCI has replaced these big fully 
cellular in-charted vessels with its own semi-container vessels. In the 
meantime. the SCI is exploring the new and second hand market for 
acquiring suitable fully cellular vessels. 

In addition to providing its own container service to the Indian trade. 
the SCI also entered into slot charter arrangements so that more areas can 
be served. For example, with a view to covering cargoes moving from the 
Latin American countries of Brazil; Mexico and Argentina, the sq has 
entered into space charter arrangements with Continental Line of Belgium. 
The SCI has also concluded a slot charter agreement with DSR Line which 
is the national shipping line of East Germany for carriage of slots on each 
others vessels between India and UK-Continental and also for carriage of 
SCI containers from Japan to India and Japan to Sri Lanka on DSR 
vessels. 

The SCI has improved its marketing efforts with a view to capturing 
even more cargo from the various ICDs within the country. It has emerged 
as the largest carrier of tea from ICD. Amingaon. Similarly. it is also a 
leading carrier of Cargo from ICD. New Delhi. 

Exporters in India have accepted containerisation and increasiftg 
volumes of exports are being containerised. 

The SCI and other shipping .lines are providing container services and 
I more and more shippers are becoming aware of the advantages of 
containerisation. 

The SCI has also been taking steps to contain liner losses as a result of 
which its performance on the liner trades has improved considerablv as can 
be seen from the table given below. 



19H5-1!6 
(Pro-rata for 
12 months) 

(- )1322.43 
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NET RESULTS OF THE LINER 
SERVICES OF THE SCI 

1986-87 

(- )985.09 

1987-88 
(Provisional) 

(+ )8S.33 

(Rs. in Lakh) 

1988-89 
(Budacted) 

(+ )119.34 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-11013 I 11 88-SY 
II]dated 2.8.1989] 

ReeommeadatloD S.No. 1S, Para NOI. 4.24 to 4.26' 
fte SCI has entered into the field of ContainerisatlOn keeping in line 

't)'ith the World trend. But according to the Company, full benefits of 
containerisation have not been achieved by it due to lack of basic facilities 
for handling container traffic at Indian ports. According to SCI the major 
drawbac1r.s of Indian Ports are lack of basic equipment like forklifts, top 
lifters and gentry cranes for handling containers. These short-comin~'i have 
resulted in poor output at Indian Ports. 

It has been brought to tJte notice of the Committee that Indian Ports 
handle 6 to 12 containers per hour as compared to 25 to 30 oontainers 
being handled at International container terminals. Therefore. in order to 
provide adequate infrastructural support to handle the container traffic the 
following facilities are required t~ be created at Indian Ports: 

(a) Container berths with gantries and back-up area served by, 
Transtainers; 

(b) Container stockyards in the near vicinity of the container berth; and 
(c) Container freight, stations with sufficient facilities 1 shed space, 

higher capacity forklifts for receiving and delivering of cargo bpsides 
stuffing storage of empty an~ loaded containers. 

The Committee recommend that Gov~mment should take urgent steps 
to modernise the infrastructure at Major Indian Ports by providing the 
above mentioned and other facilities as are considered essential to increase 
all round productivity. 

Reply of the Gov~t 

There is· increasing awareness of the necessity to prov:ade. modem 
container handling facilities at Indian Port!> consisteJlt with growing trend 
of ci:mtainerisation around the World. Emphasis has tiecn laid on stepping 
up qualitatively. and quantitatively the provision of requisite container 
handling facilities at Major Ports in India during Sixth and Seventh Plans. 
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The Ports of Bombay and Cochin on, the West Coast and Madras and 
Calcutta on East Coast were indentified for development of container 
handling facjlities.. However, during the 6th Plan development was 
restricted only to . procurement and installation· of essential container 
handling equipment at these ports excepting Madras Port where Ii project 
for provision of a full fledged container handling terminal was taken up 
and commissioned. 

2. One of the objectives under the 7th Five Year Plan for Ports Sector IS 

development of faeilities to handle at least 50% of general cargo in 
containerised form. Provision, was accordingly made in the 7th Plan for 
procuring additional facilities for handling containers at the Ports. The 
container handling facilities available at the Major Ports in India are as 
follows:-

(i) Bombay: Bombay is the premier container handling port of India 
where the annual container traffic has reached the level of over 2,00,000 
TEUs. The container traffic at Bombay Port is being presently handled at 
t,he two berths, namely (1) Marine Terminal and (2) Laild Terminal. The 
major container handling facilities available at these terminals are as 
follows:-
(A) Marine Termina' 
(a) .BPS / BPX 

(i) 1 berth at BPX which can cater to vessels upto 750 ft. length 
overall, 100 ft. beam and 35 ft. draft. 

(ii) 1 berth at BPS which ~ cater to vessels upto 650 ft. length 
overall, 90 ft. beam and 32'-10" draft. 

(iii) Quayside I gentry cranes-2 Nos. 
(iv) Back up yard with 517 Slots. 
(v) Rubber tyred Santry Yard cranes-2 Nos. 

(b) Indira Dock 
(i) Berth No.1 which can cater to vessels of 625 ft. overallienght, tr7 

ft. beain and 30 ft draft. 
(ii) Back"pyard with 198 slots. 

(iii) Rubber tyred Gantry cranes-! No. 
(B) Land TermIuI, 
(a) ManlaM$~ Or~ ~pot: 

(i) 3 Sheds' with a covered' IP~ eaf 7588 sq. m. 
(ii) Backupyard ·with 474 slots. 

(iii) ~op Lift Truck f~r 40', Containers-2 Nos. 
(iv) Top Lift truck for ,20' 'containers-3 NOI. 
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(v) Limited facilities for handling railbome. ICD containers. 
(b) Timber Pond. 

(i) 3 sheds with a covered space of 10,695 sq. m. 
(ii) Back. up yard with 684 slots. 

(c) Frare Basin. 
\i) 6 Sheds with covered space of 10,200 SQ.M. 
(ii) CochIn: Presently Cochin Port handles about 43000 TEUs 

annually. The Port does not have exclusive berth for handling 
containers and these are handled by ships' own gear at general. 
cargo berth in Ernakulam wharf. The facilities at pJ'ellCnt available 
are: 

1. R. T. G. Transfer cranes 
2. Top lift trucks for empties trailers 
3. Trailers 

3 Nos. 
2 Nos. 

19 Nos. 
4. Tractor heads 3 Nos. 
5. Small forklift trucks for stuffing 

and IMstuffing 10 Nos. 
6. Heavy duty mobile cranes 3 Nos. 
7. Container freight station shed with about 3600 Sq mt. area 
8. A new container parking yard with 594 TEU groun'd' slots is 

being provided. 
(iii) Madru: Madras. Port has a full fledged container terminal 

built· at a cost of about Rs. 32.20 crores to serve third generation 
geariesS cellular container vessels. It is equipped to handle about 
75,000 TEUs. the facilities provided at tbis terminal are as follows: 

(i) A 380 mt. long berth 
{ii) A back up area of 13 hectares. 
(iii) Two quayside gantry cranes of 35.5 tonnes capacity 

each. 
(iv) Two top lift trucks of 31 tonnes capacity each. 
(v) FOtlr rubber tyred Gantry cranes of 35.5· tonnes 

capacity each. 
(iv) Three top lift trucks of 21 tonnes capacity each. 
(vii) Twenty two fork lift trucks of 2.25 tonne capacity 

each. 
(viii) A container freight station of 6300 Sq. m. area. 
(ix) A paved area of 49500 Sq. mt. for about 1200 

container slots. 
(iY) C*IaII: At meeaC "' EIJiter..-.me .. ~ ~ it DC_ 
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level of about 42,000 TEUs per annur.i which is handlea at t..... ".lusting 
ber1bs at N.S. Dock bv -using ghips geln. 

3. The container handling facilities at major Ports are being augmented 
as follows: 

(1) Bombay Port. The Seventh Plan programme of Bombay Port 
envisages modernisation of the existing container handling facilities which 
is subject to the following important factors: 

(i) Diversion of container traffic to Nhava Sheva Port under 
construction when it becomes operational in early 1989. 

(ii) Oearance by the environmental authorities. 

The' Bombay Port Trust is finalising a scheme at an approximate cost of 
Rs. 16.04 crores for augmentation of container handling facilities. keeping 
in view the above factors. 

(2) Cochin Port: Construction of a full fledged container terminal has 
been sanctioned for Cochin Port at an estimated (¥)St of Rs. 53.11 crores to 
cater to the need of about 70,000 TEUs annually. The scheme inter alio 
envisages the fallowing facilities: 

(i) Strengthening the existing Ouaywal at 0-810"9 berhts of 
414· M length to enable deeperiing upto 13.7 m. below 
datum finally. This length cah accommodate one 1500 
TEU capacity vessel and another 700 TEU capacity 
vessel. 

(ii) Dredging the berth initially·to 11.90 m. below datum to 
cater to 10.70 m. vessels. 

(iii) Extending the container parking yard by about 8600 m2 
to accommodate additional 342 TEU ground. slots. 

(iv) Construction of a new container freight station of area 
10440 ~. 

(v) Providing Railway yard for ICD containers. block 
stacking yard for empties, workshop, godown. houses ek:. 

(vi) Acquisition of 2 Nos. quayside gantry cranes. 
(vii) Acquisition of additional 2 Nos. rubber tyred gantry 

transfer cranes. 
(viii) Procurement of tractor heads (19 Nos.) Trailers (16 ~os., 

and small forklifts (15 Nos.) 
(ix) Providing electrical facilities including additional plug 

points for reefer containers. 
(x) Provision of computer'system. 

I'he scheme is expected to be completed by the end of Jan. 1991. 
3. M ....... Port: Madras Port has drawn up a scheme for the 
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extension of the present container berth and provision of additional 
equipment and infrastruetural support to handle efficiently about 1,75,000 
TEUs .. The scheme which has been sanctioned in Feb., 88 at a cost of 
Rs. 54.71 crores envisages provision of the following facilities: 

(a) Extending the existing berth, from 380 m to 600 m to cater to 
either 2 Nos. third generation ,ships or 3 Nos. feader ships or a 
combinatiott of a large' and two feeder ships. 

(b) Declaiming a back up area of app~oximately 300 m x 100 m 
size. 

(c) An eJtra container parking area of approximately 20,000 M2 
area for handling and stacking of containers with a total 
capacity of about 500 slots. 

(d) A freight station of size 180 m x 35 m approximately for 
stuffing and destuffing of cargo. The freight station will have 
at its one end a liquor and personal effectS go-down which is 
lacking in the existing terminal. 

(e) Other ancill~ shore facilities like power supply, bunkering 
water supply, rail and road connectio~. 

(n f'rovision of 2 Nos. quay side gantry ~anes,· transfer cranes and 
other misceUaneous equipment. 

19) Provision of a sophisticated computer system and a standy 
generator. 

The sclieme is expected to be completed by Aug., 1990. 

4. Calcutta Port: Calcutta port had drawn up a scheme to provide the 
foUowing facilities for handling 75,000 TEUs annually at an estimated 
cost of Rs. 24.37 crores. 

(i) Container terminal. 
(ii) Ccntainer yard with a~ut 1284 ground slots. 
(iii) Stackin. aru of about 48,000 Sq. m. 
(iv) Container freigtlt station. 
(v) Heavy duty yard tractors. 

-(vi) Rubber tyred yard gantry. 
(vii) Medium duty fork lift trucks. 
(viii} Yard trailers (40 ft.) 
(ix) Small fork lift trucks. 
(x) Computer system. 

17 Nos. 
3 Nos. 
2 Nos. 

36 Nos. 
32 Nos. 

The above scheme' which has been revised on the basis of discussions 
with the ADB is expected to be completed by end of March, 90. 
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The container schemes at Madras, CoChin and Calcutta are part financed 
by the Asian Development Bank. 

4. HaIdIa dock c:ompla: The 7th Five Year Plan including a token 
provision of Rs. 1 crore for the augmentation of container handling 
facilities at Haldia Dock Complex of Calcutta Port. OECF of Japan has 
agreed to fund this scheme. A DPR is being prepared. With the 
implementation of this scheme, the capacity of Haldia Dock Complex to 
'handle containers is expected to increase from 30,000 :rEUs to 60000 
TEUs annually., 

5. Nay. Sbey. Port: A modem container terminal with bigh degce of 
automation is being developed asa part of Nhava Sheva Port project near 
BolI\bay which is estimated to cost about Rs. 986.08 crores includinB 
capita1isec::l interest of Rs. 107.44 crores. The project scheduled for 
substantial' completion by March. 1989 envisages creation of foDowing 
facilities which wiD be able to cater to third generation container ships and 
handle about 2,50,000 TEUs annuaUy. 

(i) 3 container berths of a total length of 680 m with a draft of 13.S M at 
berth. 

(ii) Quayside pntry cranes of 35.5 T capacity-5 Nos. 

(iii) Rubber tvred gantry cranes~ Nos. 

(iv) Rail mounted yard gantry crane-1 No. 

(v) Ac:cociated electric:als IUd, automation. 

(vi) Telescoping/fixed/Ilcwina type spreaden ~ aqo beams 18 
Nos. 

(vii) Tracton (Pay load 40 T) 30 NOI. 

(viii) Trailen (pay load 40 T) 138 NOI. 

(ix) Container yard area of about 20 be with a~t. 40000 ground aIots. 

(x) A cOQtainer freight station. 

6. A loan agreement was signed on 16.12.87 between Asian 
Development Bank ~ Govt.of India and Porta of Madras, CoCbin &: 
Calcutta, under which amount of'70.70 million US dollars will be pnwidcd 
by ADS to theOovt. of IDdia as 10m for the afor:aaid projects. 
AccordingIY,foUowins amounts are to be relent from the ADB lOan to 
tbeIe ...... for the Container projects. 

3102LS-IO 



\'WI/(' or 'he Po" 
Madms 

Cochin 

Calcutta 

S8 

Total 

Loan amount (US dollars) 
32.90 . 
29.20 
8.60 

70.70 

7, It will be observed from the narration above that necessary steps have 
been/are being taken to provide additional infrastructural facilities at 
Major Ports to hapdle containers effeciently such as container berths, stack 
yards, container freight station, gantry cranes, fork lifts etc. to the extent 
possible within the overall financial limitations. The productivity in 
handling containt:rs however does not depend only on infi'astructural 
facilities at the ports but other factors also such as type of vessel, stowage 
of containers in previous ports of call and the preparedeness of the ship 
itself. While productivity level is highest in respect of gearless cellular 
vessels, the handling rate of 25-35 containers cannot be achieved in respect 
of container oriented vessels and generally less in break bulk carriers. Out 
of the vessels chartered by the Shipping Corporation of India not even one 
is of gearless type. These are either container oriented or bulk carriers 
fitted with derricks with no cells for guiding containers. In view of this 
comparison of the productivity, of Indian Ports with that of foreign ports 
in respect of Shipping Corporation of India vessels is not appropriate. 
Even in the regional port of Colombo, SCI vessels are reported to be able 
to register a productivity of only 15 conti\iners per hour. Against this 
Madras Port which is equiped with similar equipment as at Colombo has 
been able to achieve consistently 18-20 container per hour per gentry 
crane. The productivity also depends on the efforts of the worker at major 
ports. Datums for incentive schemes and manning scales were prescribed 
decades ago and in spite of modernisation of cargo handling equipment the 
datums and manning scales remain the same. The Unions are aV,erse to 
upward change in the ~atums without additional benefits to the werkers 
and are nor agreeable for reduction in manning scales. With a view to 
achieve' higher productivity by labour, incentive schemes have been 
finalised at Madras and Calcutta. For Cochin a study of the issues' 
rc:garding prationalisation of manning scales and other allied matters in 
regard to container handling have been entrusted to National productivity 
Council and the recommendation of the N.P.C. will be discussed with the 
Labour Unions. 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M.No. H.ll013/1188--SYlI dated 
2.6.89) 

R ............... Serial No. rt, .... No. 5.19 
The Committee note that majority of the ships purchuod by SCI durin, 
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the years 1971-76 were from Yugoslavia and a few from Japan and 
Sweden. From the information made available to them. the Committee 
find that the repair expenditure incurred on Yugoslavian vessels was 
disproportionately high as compared to Japanese or Swedish ships of 
almost similar class and size. The Committee were informed tllat "becaose 
of the difficulty in procuring ships from Japan or West Europt:an countries. 
which were insisting on cash down payments. the Company had taken a 
conscious decision ·to acquire vessels from Yugoslavia whic~ offered 
competitive prices and favouQlble terms. although the Company was aware 
that the quality of ships built in Japan or West European countries would 
be better than the ships built in Yugoslavia." SCI had also admitted during 
evidence that "the workmanship of ships built il} Yogoslavia was generally 
poorer than the workmanship of ships built in Japan or West European 
countries." Since the normal life of ships is reported to be 20 years and the 
Yugoslavian ships were know for their poor workmanship., it is surprising 
that quality was sacrificed to low price and the relative profitability of the 
ships and the huge expenditure expected to be incurred on the 
maintenance of Yugoslavian ships were not taken into consideration by the 
SCI. The Committees have no ~oubt that higher maintenance cost on 
Yugoslavian ships would continue'to affect the operational results of the 
Company for the balance life of these ships and. therefore, this important 
factor should have been given due weightage in the purchase decision. 

Reply 01 Go" ...... 
While the Government fully endorses the views of the Committee, the 

background to the 'acquisition of sbips from Yugoslavia is as follows. The 
SCI ordered ships from Yugoslavia during the period 197~73 at a time 
when world shipping was booming and it was almost impossible to procure 
ships from Japan and West European countries which were insisting on 
cash down payments. This problem was further compounded by the fact 
that 85% of the world ship building capacity was concentrated in 8 few 
developed countries and of this, about 50% was concentrated in Japan 
alone. The developed countries were reluctant to build ships for, India. 
speciaUy when India IOUght to acquire ships on credit terms on account of 
foreign exchange constraints. On the other hand. several buyers from the 
developed countries where prepared to purchase ships on a caslf down 
basis. Jt may not be out of place to point out that during an eight year 
period at that time, the SCI could order only one ship in Japan and none 
in Western E~ropean countries. 

However, . the national fleet of the country had to be expanded so that 
an, inaeasinllY larger percentage of Indian trade was carried in national 
bottomi. In c::ue shipping tonnage was not acquired. the country would 
have been forced to patronise foreip ships and the freight would have 
been required to be paid in foreiJllexchange. In view of these constraints. 
81 weD as the imperative need to expand national tonnage. the SCI took a 
CIOIlICioUi dedsion to go in for construction of vessels at Yugoslavian 
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Shipyard which also offered competitive price and favourable terms, in full 
knowledge of the fact that the quality of the ships built in Japan and West 
European Yards was by and large superior to shiPs built in Yugoslavian 
yard. While it was known that the quality of the ships built in Yugoslavia 
was not as good as quality of ships built in West ~uropean or Japanese 
Yar<js, such a comparisoA at that point of time was not really relevant as 
the option of building these ships at other yards was just not available to 
SCI . 

. However the observations of the Committee have been noted by the 
Government and SCI has been directed to take into account such factors 
while considering future proposals for acquisition of vessels from 
Yugoslavian Shipyards. 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-l1013/1I88-SY.II. Dated 
2.6.89]. 

Recommendation Serial No. 28, Paragraphs Nos. 5.10 &: 5.11 

The Committee have been informed that whenever an Indian Shipowner 
wants to get his ship repaired abroad, he has to procure a "No Objection" 
Certificate from the Indian shipyards before approaching the Director 
General (Shipping), for permission to dry dock the vessel in a foreign 
shipyard. The Committee find from the information furnished to them that 
during the years 1980-81 to 1984-85 the Company spent huge amounts 
ranging from Rs. 23 crores to Rs. 44 cr9res in getting its ships repaired 
abroad whereas Indian Shipyards' share during the same perioCi was 
between Rs. 17 crores to Rs. 29 crores. The reasons attributed by SCI for 
this big outflow of foreign exchange have Qeen that dry docking facilities in 
India are inadequate, expensive and time taken to dry dock ships at Indian 
ports is more than the time' taken abroad. The Committee are of the view 
that whatever the reasons may be, the country cannot affored such an 
enormous flight of scarce foreign exchange from the country especially 
when ships of SO,OOO to 85,000 DWT can be dry docked in India and the 
company, according to its own admission, has only about 10 ships out of 
the total fleet strength of 134 ships, which faU within the large category of 
one lakh DWT or above size. The Committee have no doubt that Indian 
Shipyards have the requisite capability and expertise to repair ships in their 
docks. Also, the Committee fail to understand as to say 'no objection' 
certificate is issued by the Indian shipyards for repair of ships in foreign 
yards, particularly when such facilities are available with them. 

The Committee. however, recommend that Government should make aU 
out efforts to remove the deficiencies, if any, in the Indian Yards and 
augment the existing fJlciHties of dry docking of ships in Indian ports with 
m~ern equipments to meet the ~uirelDents of the shipping companies 
which are engaged in m*mising their fleet to compete in the world 
market. . , 
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Reply of Goverament 
As per the existing system; a quarterly meeting is taken by Director 

General (Shipping) with the Shipyards and SCI to work out a slotting 
arrangement for shiprepairs in the Indian yards during the next quarter. 
SCI ships are dry docked and repaired in Indian shipyards as per this 
slotting arrangment. However, when the dry dock of Indian yards is not. 
available for any ship due to pre-occupancy dry docks by other ships, the 
shipyards communicate to Director General (Shipping) about the non-
availability of dry dock and only thereafter No ObjeCtion Certificate for 
repairing such ships abroad are given by D.G. (Shipping) after taking into' 
account all factors such as availability of dry docking space at the desired 
location, at the specific time etc. 

2. As per an assessment done by the Working Group on 7th Plan for the 
shipbuilding and Shiprepair Sector, the shiprepair facilities required to 
service the Indian Ships are as follows:-

(a) No. of dry doeks days availabJe...-.4500 .,-./IIUlUID 
tb) .~o. of repair berths days required-4500 days/wum 

As against the above. the capacity at present available indigenously is as 
follows:-

(a) No. of dry dock days available-2600 days/annum 
(b) No. of repair berths days a\'ailable-1500 days/annum 

It is evident that the existing shiprepair facilities in the country are 
grossly inadequate to meet the demand and, therefore, a number of sbips 
belonging to SCI and other Shipping Companies have to be sent abroa<l 
for dry docking and repairs. On an average about RI. 40 to 50 crores are 
spent in foreign exchange every year on repairing the Indian ships abroad. 
Government are conscious of the need for augmenting the shiprepair 
facilities in the cduntry in order to save valuable foreign exchange. 
Gov.rnment has cleared a proposal for creation of an integrated shiprepair 
facility at ~adras port by a private entrepreneur. The two Aoating Dry 
docks have since arrived in India. While the repair work is expected to 
start by end June, 1990, the facilities will be fully operational by 
September, 1990. Further, a Project for a feasibility study relating to the 
establishment of two shiprepair complexes-<)ne in the East Coast and one 
in the West Coast is under consideration with Technical assistance from 
ADB. The Techno-Economic Feasibility study is expected to start by July I 
Augpst, 1990 and is likely to be completed by March, 1991. 

Besides the above, the following schemes have been/are under 
consideration for implementation:-

(i) Modernisation of shiprepair facilities at Hindustan Shipyard 
limited, Visakapatoam (Completed at a COlt of RI. 4.457 
crores). 
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(ii) Additional quay at Cocbin Shipyard Umited for wet repair berth 
has been approved at an estimated cost of Rs. 16.70 crOres. The 
civil work has been completed to the extent of 70%. The whole 
project is expected to be completed by December, 1990 

(iii) ModernisatioaLof shiprepair facilities at Calcutta Port-phase I at 
an estimated cott of-R$.4.76'crores. The project is expected to 
be completed by December, 1991. 

(iv) Modernisation of shiprepair facilities at Bombay Port at an 
estimated cost of Rs. 19.02 crores. This has been divided into 
two parts viz. (a) modernisation of existing shiprepair factilities 
and (b) replacement of Cassons at Hughes and Merewhether 
docks. W\1ile the second part is expected to be completed by 
1991, the first part is expected to be completed by 1994. 

(v) Dredge repair facility at Calcutta at an estimated cost of Rs. 10 
crores in the joint venture. This isa join~ venture company with 
the participation of two Public, sector Undertakings; one private 
company and one foreign company. The Company has been 
fonned and registered. They are likely to start repair work in 
the very near furture. 

[MinistrY of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-llOI3/1/88-SY.II. (Vol-II) 
dated 20.6.90]. 

[Please lee para 36 of chapter I of the Report] 

Recommco".tton SerW No. 19, ......... No. s.n 
The Cemmittee find that at present adequat~ facilities for repairing of 

vessels within the coUntry are not available. Further, due to limitation of 
size. of dry docks in India, the large sized vessels are dry docked abr:98d 
for repairs and service. Even the Secretary, Ministry of Surface Transport 
.dmitted in his evidence before the Committee that "facilities for carrying 
out repairs are not adequate. ORe big problem is that Some of the very 
large ships cannot be accommodated in our existing dockyards. These ships 
pedorce have to go out fOl repairs". While agreeing to the suggestions 
made by, the Cominitt~ for the creation of sufficient facilities in our own 
shipyards to avoid the outge of hose foreign exchange, the Secretary 
infonued the Committee that in the Seventh Plan they bad put up very 
comprehensive proposal for enhancement of repairs facilities and for that 
purpose they 4emandcd allocation of Rs. 13S crores. But the outlay 
apProved wai only to the extent of Rs. 38.95 ~s. As a result, they 
could not So in for the creation of new facilities. The Committee cannot 
but exprea their serious concern ever not making available adequate 
I'CIOUlCe8 in the Seventh Plan for the creation of adequate repairing 
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facilities within the country. The Committee recommend that the Ministry 
should take up the matter once again with the Planning Commission for 
the pu~ of getting additional ~ for creating additional repairing 
facilities in oUr shipyards so that the country could, be saved fn)m foreign 
dependence in regard to ship repairs. 

Reply of tile GoYeruIeat 
The matter was taken up with the Planning Commission who have stated, 

that the outlays will be decided on a year to year basis through the-
machanism of Annual Plan. 

The matter was also considered by the Empowered Committee of 
Secretaries on Exports in its the 29th meeting held on 17-6-1988 who 
recommended that the Ministry of Surface Transport should go ahead and 
undertake preparation of a Detailed Project Report(DPR). once such 
Report is available, further decision regarding ~ facilities and 
recommendations to auament ship repair industry could be taken. Action 
is under way to appoint Consultants to carry out such D.P.R. 

Further action on the recommendations of D.P.R. will be taken during 
8th plan. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M.No. H-ll013 1 U88-SY.n dated 2-6-89J 

Recom ....... adon Serial No. 30, Pan No. 5.23 
The Committee havt also been informed that bulk of the repairs work at 

Bombay and Calcutta was being carried out by the Government owned 1 
controlled workshops and only minor jobs not requiring high value 

expertise 'were being carried out by privately own~ firmS but the quantum 
of repair work given to Government owned I controJled workshops and' 
privately owned workshops at Calcutta during the yean 1977-78 and 
1985-86 has revealed that the repair work entrusted to Government 
owned 1 controlled workshops was 41 % in 1977-78 whiCh dropped to 21 'Yo 
in 1983-84 and just 16% in 1984-85. This implies that about .59% to 
84%repair work had gone to the private workshops. According to the 
Company the 'factors responsible for this fall are, higher rates charged by 
public sector workshops, higher quantum of labour booked than required 
for the job!« and high overheads. The- committee. do not approve of this 
large scale repair work being given by SCI to private workshops and 
Government Workshops share declining year after year. Even though 
Government pdlicy is to give repair work to Government owned 1 
controlled worksbo~ but this policy is not beine. foUowed in aU serioUSDell 
by SCI. Therefore, the Committee desire that Government should issue 
fresh instructions to SCI to follow the Government policy in this reprd, 
strictly. The Committee also desire that the Government owned I 
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controlled workshops shol,lld gear up their activities by devising it suitable 
strategy for improving their performance in the ship repair field with a 
view to be competitive with privately owned workshops. 

Reply of the Govenuneot 
To ensure maximum utilisation of government. yards I workshops the 

Directorate General (Shipping) as per the directives of the Ministry of 
Surface Transport,· holds quarterly meetings of shipowners an'd shipyards 
for' the. purpose of. aUocating ships for dry-docking repairs to various 
government yards and workshops. SCI ships that are in need of repairs 
have always been allocated in this manner. Ships are allowed to be 
repaired abroad or by Indian p!ivate workshops only when they cannot be 
accepted in any of the government owned yards in the required period of 
slot. 

2. However, .it. may be mentioned that aU Government yards do not 
possess drydock facilities exclUsively to themselves. Government yards io 
Bombay and. in the case. of Calcutta (which mainly depend on thy-dock 
facilities of Calcutta Port Trust) arebeiog shared by the private sector ship 
repairing companies also. In the event of dry-dock beiog occupied at 
Calcutta or Bombay by ships which are under repair by private sector 
companies, it is possible that some of the SCI ships cannot get rtquired 
allocation of dry-dock space. As far as major repair and overhaul is 
concerned, there has been a decline in the volume of rq>air work carried 
out at Calcutta due to deterioration of dry-dock facilities at Calcutta. 
Calcutta Port Trust has initiated their modernisation programme and the 
situation is likely to improve in the near future. 

3. Sbiprepair work being of jobbing nature, for intermittent and 
running. repair requirement there is no Government io,tructioo living 
preference to a public sector I Government yard. 

4. However, the recommendation of the Committeebave been note4 
and aU efforts would be made to improve . the involvement of 
Government I public sector shipyards in the ship repair fields. 

(Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No.H-lI013 111 88-SY. II. 
dated 2-6-89.] 

c .... ta of the CommIttee 
[Please lie para 39 of Chapter I of the Report] 



CHAPTER IIJ 
RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH THE COMMITTEE DU !\Ul 

DESIRE TO PURSUE IN VIEW OF GOVERNMENTS REPLIES 

• , 
Recommendation Serial No. IS, Para Nos. 3.78 & 3.79 

The Committee note that SCI chartered an Indian vessel for a period of 
six months, upto February. 1977 but the charter period was extended by 
another six months because the owner was not agreeahle to take hack the 
vessel. This resulted in a total loss of Rs. 6.02 lakhs, Rs. 5.()') lakhs for the 
first period and KS. 0.93 lakh for the extended period. The need fo.· 
chartering this vessel is reported to have arisen hecause one of the 
Company's own vessel which was to lift Bangladesh cargo, in addition to 
Calcotta cargo, lifted full cargo at Calcutta itself. In this connection, SCI. 
has informed the Committee that "buyers in Australia who were expecting 
Bangladesh cargo became restive ~nd threatened the SCI that if the SCI 
does not place a substitute vessel to lift this cargo they would approach a 
third flag. to place its vessels to lift the Bangladesh Cargo. It would have 
been detrimental to the interests of SCI not to recognise their commercial 
threat for barthing a vessel to give coverage to Bangladesh Cargo and 
allow non-conference lines its intrude into this trade against the SCI which 
had been all along the sole operator in this sector" The Committee are 
constrained to observe that for their acts of commis!iion and omission SCI 
had to incur a loss in chanering a vessel for lifting cargo from Bangladesh 
even though the cargo lifted was insufficient for the voyage and hence 
unprofitable. 

The Committee cannot help expressing their displeasure over this deal. 
The Committee feel that as per their commitment with Banglade!lh. SCI. 
though not legally bound, yet had a .mofal obligation to lift the cargo from 
Bangladesh at the desired time. The Committee arc of the .iew that SCI 
could have avoided this loss had U acted in a judicious manner and in 
accordance with prudent commercial practices. 

Reply or Government 
There was a sudden upsurge in cargo booking from Calcutta and a 

tremendous demand from the shippers to ensure that the cargo sailed on 
the SCI ship. If the SCI had decided not to release additional space for 
Calcutta C:lrgo, the repercussion would have heen serious, a.; Indian 
shippers would have alleged that SCI as the National carrier overlooked 
natiI)nal interest and gave proferential treatment to Bangladesh cargo. At 
the same time it was imperative for SCI to cater to the Bangladesh 
shippers. In .this particular case, SCI was the sole carrier on the 
Bangladesh-Australian sector. The cargo buyer in Australia had indicated 
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that if the SCI was not prepared to carry the cargo. they would approach 
the Gulf shipping Lines (GSL) for lifting the cargo. SCI felt that in case 
the Gulf Shipping Lines. which was a non-conference line. was permitted 
to lift the cargo, it was possible that SCI would in future have to face a 
competitor on this sector and such a ~ituation would have been 
detrimantal to the long-term commercial interests of SCI. Hence in order 
to cater to the national cargo and also ensure that the commercial interest 
of SCI were not jeopardised by retaining support of the Bangladesh 
shippers. who are not under any obligation to patronise SCI's ships. unless 
the SCI 'Provides an acceptable quality of service. the SCI had to take a 
commercial decision to charter an additional ship to honour its 
commitments to Bangladesh shippers. The decision to charter the vessel 
M. V. Indian Faith was taken knowing fully well that the voyage was likely 
to incur toss. If the SCI had not fulfilled its commercial obligations. it 
would have been difficult to retain shippers support and there could have 
been much larger and long-term losses to SCI. However. in the light of the 
r~dations of the Committee on Public Undertakings, SCI had been 
advised to do more careful planning in future in such cases. 
[Ministry-.of Surface Transport D.M.No.H-l1013I1/88-SY.lI Dated 2.6.89] 

• 
R«.in1lllltOdattcm Serial No. 26, Para No. 5.18 

~. and maintenance of its fleet constitutes one of the major items 
of expenditure of SCI. The Committee have been informed that depending 
upon the availabiiity of dry-docks. the Company gets its vessels repaired in 
Indian ports. Due to limitations of size of the home dry-docks. the larger 
vessles are, however. dry-docked abroad for repairs. It has been brought 
out by Audit that the SCI had not laid down any norms for maintenance 
expenditure as according to the Company the repair cost of each ship 
cannot be uniform because of diverse types of ships, their age group or 
class of ships. The Committee are not convinced with the explanation 
given by the Company. Since the Company has gained suf'ricient 
experience in operating these ships, it should not now be difficult for them 
to lay down the norms. The Committee, therefore. recommend that the 
DOrms for expenditure on repair of ships of various sizes and age groups 
should be prescribed forthwith and observed scrupulously. 

Reply of the Governntent 
The Government have examined the feasibility of laying down norms for 

expenditure on ship repairs of various types, sizes and age groups. 
However. it has not been possible to do so for the following reasons. 

(a) The repair expenditure on a ship varies significantly depending upon 
the types of employment. the number of days the ship is required to 
wait at ~ port. the area in which the ship is required to be repaired 
etc. For example. repairs in certain regions of the world are cheaper 
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and repair expenses would depend considerably upon this· factor 
which, in turn. would he determined My the type and area of 
employment of the vc)')'cl. 

(b) The repair expenditure also depends nn the unkr book position of 
ship repair yards. If. at a particular part I,)f time a particular repair 
yard is comparatively free it is ahle to quote more compc'itive rates 

(c) Since the repair expenditure is denominated in rupees it ctlso 
depends. to an extent. on currency fluctuations which arc not 
possible to forecast. 

(d) At times the repair expenditure is also a function lit the weather-if 
the ship has passed through rough seas it might require l'crtain 
additional repairs. 

(e) The repair expenditure incurred on ships also depends upon where 
the ship has been constructed. 

In certain cases past data was analysed to determine whether. some 
norms could be laid down However. it was not possible to lay down 
norms. 

It may however. be mentioned that before the commencement of a 
financial year the SCI prepares an annual budget for repairs and 
maintenance for each and every vessel. This annual budget is prepared 
taking into account various factors including the likely quantum Of 
maintenance work required to be carried out on the vessel. The annual 
repair budget of the SCI fleet is then prepared on the basis 'If the 
individual budgets for all ships in the fleet. This budget is carefully 
scrutinised at various levels and finally approves by the Board. Thereafter. 
it is the endeavour of the SCI to ensure that the quantum of repairs 
carried out are within the budget amount. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M.No.H-l1013/1/SS-SY II. 

Dated 2.8.1989J 



CHAPTER IV 

IU:COMMENDATIONS IN RESPECf OF WHICH REPLIES OF 
GOVERNMENT HAVE NOT BEEN ACCEPTED BY TIlE 

COMMITfEE 

Recommendation Serial No.3, Para Nos. 2.66 to 2.68 

The Committee note that till June, 1985 acquisition of Vessels of SCI 
was on the oasis of limited tenders. To over-come the limitations of 
negotiation with only the short-listed shipyards, the. Government of India 
at the instance of Audit revised procedure in June, 1985 whereby 
advertisement arc now given in selected newspapers in India and selected 
Journals abroad. The committee are also informed that two weeks prior to 
the last date of submission of offers, SCI convenes a clarification meeting 
with shipyards who had collected tender documents. The sealed offers 
when received are evaluated and a short list upto a maximum of 10 is 
prepared. After detailed discussions with short-listed shipyards, shipyards 
are asked to give final specifications and commercial offers which are again 
evaluated and submitted to Ship Acquisition Committee. 

The Committee are surprised to find that even after introducing th" 
global tender syste~ the magnitude of response from Shipyards has 
remained more or less the same as was admitted both by SCI and the 
Ministry in their evidence hefore the Committee. The Committe~ 

recommend that the matter should he examined in greater details with a 
view to finding out the factors responsible for the low key response from 
foreign shipyards and constraints, if any, removed to enable the maximum 
numher of foreign shipyards to participate in the scheme for acquisition of 
ships. 

The Committee -are -also informed~ that after the introduction of new 
procedure the Company bas placed orders for two passenger-cum-cargo 
vessels from Poland which are plying between Mainland and Andaman. 
The Company is also reported to be negotiating the price of another 3 
phosphoric acid tankers. This has also been approved by the Ship 
Acquisition Committee and the proposal is being submitted to Government 
for approval shortly. 

Reply or the Governmeat 

The issue has been examined by the Ministry of Surface Transport in 
detail and found the reasons why the number of mipyards responding was 
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more or less the same under both systems were the following:-

(i) Even when the ~CI was following the limited tender system prior to 
1985, the Corporation was covering the major ship builders in all the 
major shipbuilding areas depending upon the capabilities and 
experience of the shipyards. 

(ii) In deciding to respond to a tender the shipyards are primarily guided 
by their order book at that time, their technical capability and (these 
days) sometimes also by their ability to offer attractive financing 
terms. 

(iii) Due to the deep and prolonged recession in shipping from the late 
70s onwards, there has been substantial restructuring and 
rationalisation in world ship-building capacities. This has also 
involved closure of several shipyards. According to some estimates 
the word ship-building capacity has come down by about 20 per cent. 

In recent global tenders invited by the SCI. the No. of shipyards that 
have responded have varied from 3 to 10 depending on the type of vessel 
for which tenders have been invited. Under the present system there are 
no constraints on shipyards responding to SCI Tenders. Whether they will 
respond to a tender enquiry or not will depend on a commercial decision 
taken by the shipyard's management. 

[Ministry of Surface Transport. 'O.M. No. H-l1013/l/88-SY II 
dated 2.6.89] 

Comments of the Commi~ 
[Please see para 9 of Chapter I of the Report] 

Recommendatioa Serial No. 16, Para Nos. 3.80 to 3.82 
The Company acquired two very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs). 

Kanchanjunga and .Koyali of 2.77 lakh DWf each from Yugoslavia in 
September, 1975 and February, 1976 respectively but both these vessels are 
now being used mainly as storage tankers. Due to frequent brea~downs. 
the Comt'any had to instal four mdependent diesel generating sets at a cost 
of Rs. 95.82 lalms in the first vessel in 1981-82 and Rs. 95.74 lakhs in the 
second vessel in 1982-83, respectively. The Company incurred heavy 10!oSes 
perpetually on these ships and the total loss suffered by the Company on 
account of these ships during the! years 1979-80 to 1983-84 was of the order 
of Rs. 33.61 crores. There was a marginal profit of Rs. 0.57 crore in 1984· 
8S but io 1985-86 the vessels again incurred a loss of Rs. 1.04 crores. 

An examination of the operational results of these vessels carried out by 
Audit had revealed that in addition to the slump in the tanker market 
foUowing acquisition of the ~Cs the other factors which contributed to 
their losses were:-

(a) The company had estimated that these vessels would be on off-hire 
for dry docking and repairs for a maxunum period of 20 to 27 days 
each year in the first 4 years of operation aDd 30 days thereafter but 
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the actual out-of-employment period ranged from 19 days to 155 
days. 

(b) Unusually high expenditure of Rs. 1111.42 lakhs till 1982-83 on 
account of accidents of these newly built vessels. 

(c) The size of VLCCs is an inhibiting factor in obtaining better rates 
while fixing them in the market as generally size of such tankers 
ranges from 2.00,000 to 2.50.000 DWT which is the most suitable 
size for the VLCCs. 

The Committee are distressed to find that even when there was a 
considerable demand for VLCCs in the market. the two VLCCs 
(Kanchanjunga and Koyali) of SCI were unable to take advantage of the 
situation because of their larger dead weight and draft vis-a-vis other 
VLCCs and as a result they have been incurring heavy losses continuously. 
The Committee, therefore, strongly urge that SCI should consider ways 
and means to utilise these two VLCCs gainfully and make them 
commercially viable. If these cannot be usefully deployed then the 
company should consioer the feasibility of disposing them of so as to save 
itself from further losses on account of these vessels. 

Reply or the Government 

KanchanJunga and Koyali were basically acquired for transporting crude 
for the Koyali and Mathura refineries. Unfortunately. however. when the 
vessels were delivered to the SCI the Mathura Refinery was not reatty and 
therefore a problem arose about the employment of thes'e vessels. The 
problem was further aggravated due to the collapse of the tanker freight 
market. Consequently, the operation of these vessels resulted in heavy 
Josses between 1975-76 and 1983-84 (except Koyali during 76-77, and 82-83 
when she could be utilised for crude oil transportation for Indi;!n 
refineries) . 

It may be mentioned that while acquiring the VLCCs the SCI had 
received two offers~ne trom Japan and the other from Yugoslavia. The 
offer from Yugoslavia was considerably cheaper than the offer from Japan. 
However. the dimensions of the shipbuilding dock in the Yugoslavian 
shipyards were such that only a deeper drafted vessel could be built for the 
given deadwei&.ht. Consequently. the SCI had two alternatives-either to go 
in for a deeper draft vessel so as to take advantage of the larger available 
dead-weight, whenever possible or to build a ship of a lesser deadweight 
and a correspondingly lesser draft. The SCI consciously chose the first 
alternative so as to take advantage of the higher deadweight whenever the 
opportunity presented itself. 

It has been the endeavour of the SCI to induct these vessels into the 
national oil transportation circuit as far as possible with a view to make 
them '-'OtIlmercially viable. However, the-volume and the pattern of the 
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national oil trade could not provide employment to these two units for 
sizable periods upto 1981-82. This scena~:o has been undergoing ,-hanges 
thereafter and it has been possible to utilise these vessels in the Indian oil 
circuit for considerable periods since 1984-85. The following tables shows 
the Financial results of VLCCs since 1984-85. 

Year 

1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
(Provisional) 

Financial Results of VLCCs (Rs. In LAkh) 

Total 

+ 57.22 
+ 102.05 
+ 99.46 

+ 398.23 

From the above table it would be observed that for the last four years 
the two VLCCs 8're earning profits. 

Audit's Observations 

The actual figures as per voyage results of VLCCs are as foIlQws:-

Year 

1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 

Voyage results of VLCC. 
(Ilupees In 1Akb5) 

(+) 57.22 
(-) -104.58 
(-) 98.49 

Reply of Govemment on Audit's Obeervations 

Under the crude oil transportation contract with Indian oil industry on 
cost plus basis. the freights and demurrages paid in respect of voyages 
performed during the year are on provisional basis. Only after the 
finalisation of the accounts, the actual costs of transportation are worked 
out and cost differential. if any. is recovered from the oil industry on 
submission of audited statement of accounts. After taking into account the 
cost differential recoverabte from the oil industrylin respect of years 1985-
86 and 1986-87. the operations of the two vessels together have produced 
positive results. The details of operationaJ results with and without year-
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end cost differential for the year 1985-86 and 1986 87 are given below:-

(Rupees in Lakhs) 

Operational result Cost Differential-operational 
without taking Result after taking 
into account cost into account cost 

differential differential 

1985·86 
~anchenjunga (+) 103.14 (+) 74.98 (+) 178.12 
Koyali (-) 207.71 (+) 131.64 (-) 76.07 

(-) 104.57 (+) 206.62 (+) 102.05 
(provisional) 

1986-87 
Kanchenjunga (-) 7.02 (+) 126.65 (+) 119.63 
Koyali (-) 91.45 (+) 48.63' (-) 42.82 

(-) 98.47 (+) 175.28 (+) 76.81 
(Provisional) 

The figures of the combined financial results for 1986-87 of two VLCCs 
have now been revised from (+) Rs. 99.46 lakhs to (+) Rs. 76.81 lakhs 
(provisional) These are based on audited figures and would be final subject 
to acceptance by Oil Coordination Committee. 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-l1013/lI88-SY II. dated 
2-8-89] 

Comments or the Committee 
[Please see para 27 of Chapter I of the Report] 



CHAPrER V 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN RESPECf OF WHICH FINAL REPLIES 
OF GOVERNMENT ARE STILL A WAITED 

R.ecommendatioa Serial No. 12, Para Nos. 3.72 to 3.74 
The Committee fiod that there is DO scheme for cargo support for IndiaD 

vessels at Indian ports as is !be practice followed in many countries in the 
world, includiog Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. The Committee. therefore. 
feel that in otder to get the Indian Shipping enough cargo no less urgent is 
the need to ensure compulsory support to' Indian ships through a 
legislation so that Indian Shipping Industry shall remain in business. 

While supporting the scheme for -cargo support for Indian vessels, the 
Secretary of the Ministry stated during evidence: 

"We have been pressing for some arrangement for cargo support for 
Indian vessels for quite some time. There is a U.N. Code which says 
that countries can have arrangements by which we can distribute the 
cargo in proportion of 40:40, i.e. 40% for ships of exporting country 
and 40% for ships of importing country and 20% for third country 
vessels, In fact, we went to the Cabinet sometime in January, 1986 
with a proposal to initiate a legiSlation by which shippers will be 
compelled to carry a minimum of 40% in Indian vessels for the--export 
trade .... We are asking for a share of 40% minimum." 

In this connection, the Secretary of the Ministry of Surface Transport 
also informed the Committee that tbe Commerce Ministry bas stronsiY 
opposed the idea of compulsory cargo support on the plea that "if we are 
compel1in& the exporters to export through Indian vessels, it may act as a 
damper on exports." The Committee desire that the Surface Transport 
\tinistry and the Ministry of Commerce must sort out the differences on 
this account and come to the- aid of Indian Shipping Industry without 
delay. The Committee recommend that the proposed legislation on cargo 
support should be enacted at the earliest. Not surprilinaly, the 
Government is taking its own time to settle this matter. The Committee 
desire tbat till sucb time the issue is decided, Government sbould ensure 
that at least Public Sector carries its cargo by SCI or other Indian ShippinS 
Veuels. -.y of tile Go.'erDIDeIlt 

The U.N. Convention on Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 
eaunciates the 40:40:20 formula, under which the National Shipping Lines 
are eatitled to a share of 40% each in their national frade, leavin& balance 
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20";, for third country lines. Though the Ministry of Surface Transport is in 
favour (if implementing this provision by meJlns of a Parliamentary 
Legislation, apprehensions have been raised in many quarters that this will 
adversely affect India's export trade. This matter has been under discussion 
at different fora, i.c., Committee of Secretaries, Group of Ministers, 
Cabinet etc. In view of the formation of the new Government, the matter 
req1.t\res to be submitted 'to the Cabinet again. Draft Note for the Cabinet 
has been circulated to various Ministries on 9.3.90. Comments of the 
concerned Ministries / Departments except Ministries of External Affairs 
and Law have since been received. 

2.1 The Shipment of Government owned 1 controlled cargoes against 
FOB imports and C&F exports are arranged by the Chartering Wing, 
(Transchart) of the Minis.try of Surface Transport. As a matler of general 
policy, the Chartering Wing gives preference to employment of Indian 
vessels (SCI as well as other Indian Shipping Companies) in carriage of 
cargoes for which shipping arrangements are made by the Wing. Foreign 
vessels are fixed only if suitable Indian ships are not available in the 
required position. As regards general liner cargoes moving in small 
quantities, which are usually shipped by conference lines vessels, 
Government of India have entered into ltJI'eements with the conference 
covering the trade from UK / Continent to India and US Atlantic and Gulf 
Ports to India which provide for additional rebate on Governmental 
cargoes and Government of India is obliged to arrange shipment by the 
respective conference member lines vessels. Indian shipping companies are 
also members of these conference and all out efforts are made to arrange 
shipment by Indian member lines vessles to the maximum extent pOssible. 
India has also entered into bilateral agreements with some countries like 
USSR, GDR, etc. for sharing of cargoes between the two countries by the 
national flag vessels of the two countries on the basis of parity. 

2.2 As regards contracts for imports finalised on C&F basis and for 
exports on FOB basis, shipping arrangements are in the hands of the 
foreign sellers or buyers as the case may be. HowC!lver, there are 
instructions which enjoin the Government Department I Project k> make 
efforts to provide suitable shipping clause in such contracts for utilisation 
of Indian vessels. 

2.3 As mentioned above, there are already instructions to ship Public 
Sector cargoes through vessels of SCI or of other Indian shipping 
companies wherever shipping arrangements are to be made by TnDICbart. 
[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H·ll013 1 11 88-SY n dated 

Com ..... f1l tile Com-ttt-
[Please see oara 19 of Chapter I of the Rcpbrtl 

Recommendatloa 51. No. 19, .... No. 3.16 

20.6.1990] 

The Committee have noted that the servi<lCS at Andaman °and 
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Lakshadweep are being run by Shipping Corporation of India at tht: 
instance of Government on low tariff due to soci()-political consideration. 
entailing hUSe losses which do not cover even the operating expenses of 
Sbippina Corporation of India. Therefore, the Committee recommend 
that, in order to help Shipping Corporation of India to meet its operational 
expenses and to reach the break even level. the Government should 
consider the feasibility of increasing to some extent the passenger and 
freight tariff which are abnormally low at present. 

Reply of Government 

The position regarding revision of passenger and freight tariff to 
Shipping Services to Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep 
Islands is given below:-

J. Shippin, &rvice from Mainland to Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
PtI3SD1pr FIU'tS: 

The passenger fares were revised with effect from the 1st June, 1988. 
The bunk class fares were increased 'by 25% and saloon class fares by 50% 
over and above the fares last revised in 1978, while the percentage of 
increue required for break-even results was 548% based on the estimates 
for the year 1986-87. 

Frtiglu rain: 

The freight rates were last revised by the Government with effect from 
the lit April, 1985. The increase approved in the freight rates over and 
above the then existing rates was about 120% in the case of Timber, 50% 
in the cue of F.C.I. items and other products, 25% in the case of other 
coDIUIDCr goods and about 78% in the case of Match splints. This was 
apinat the general freight increase of 141.6% requested by the Indian 
C9astaI Conference on the basis of audited figures of actual losses for 
cargo only. The question of further increasing the freight rates was 
considered by the Shipping Rates Advisory Board on the 9th September, 
1987 but. the Board did not recommend any further increase in cargo 
freight. The question of further revision of passenger fares and freight 
rates was considered afresh by Shipping Rates Advisory Board in its 
meeting held on 15.2.90. Based on th~ recommendations of SRAB, Ute 
detailed proposals for revision of passenger fares and freight rates are 
awaited from Shipping Corporation of India Ltd. 

II. Shipping Service from MainItmd to Lakshadweep Islands: 
On the basis of the recommendations made by Shipping Rates advisory 

Board, the Shipping Corporation of India submitted io May, 1988 
proposals to the Ministry of Surface TranspOrt in tegard to the revision of 
p_eaaer fares and freight tatea 00 this sector. As desired by the 
LakIbadweep AdmiDiatration. the proposals have been fw1ber considered 
by SRAB in its IIleetin8 held on 15.2.90. The detailed proposals are 
awaKed from SCI. 
(MiaiItry of stufece 1'nDIport O.M. No. H-l1013/1/88-SY II Vol. (V) 

dated 20.6.1990] 
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Recommendation Serial No. 21, Para Nos. 4.18 to 4.19 

The Committee note that SCI operates container services with COMBI 
type vessels capable of handling both break bulk and containerised cargo. 
The company has a container fleet of 32 vessels with a total container 
capacity of 10,789 Twenty Ft, equivalent Units (TEUS). The SCI is also 
reported to have resorted to short term policy of chartering cellular vessels 
to meet its requirements. 

While examining the aspect of containerisation, the Committee on Public 
Undertakings (1981-82) had inter-alia commented that although SCI wy 
operating container service on 6 liner routes with COMBI veuels it had 
not got so far cellular container ships which are specifically. suited for 
container traffic and the same should be acquired by SCI. The Committee 
are· unhappy to point out that its recommendation has not been 
implemented even after a lapse of six years. 

Reply 01 the Government 

1be SCI has been making extensive efforts to acquire fully cenular 
container vessels through new building as well as second hand purchase. 
However, for various reasons including financial viability of offers received 
the sa '* 10 far been unable to finalile acquisition of fuUy Cellular 
vessels. 

The proposals of SCI for acquisition of three 1450 TEU <;::ontainer 
vessels· could not be finalised before the expiry of the validity of the offers. 
sa would be submitting fresh proposals to Govemmentin this regard. 
SCI has also submitted a proposal for jumboisationof their twelve COMBI 
vessels (container carriers) and is under active consideration with the 
Government. This wi~l enable SCI to expand the container carryin.s 
capacity of these twelve ships. The project is pending collSideration by the 
public Investment Board. 

[Ministry of Surface Transport O.M. No. H-11013 I 11 88-SY II (Volume 
II) dated 20.6.1990] 

Com ...... 01 the eom.uuee 
[Please In para 31 of Cbqter I of the Report] 

NEW DELHI; 
6 September, 1990 
15 Bhatlr .. , 1912 (Sata) 

BASUDEB ACHARlA 
Chairman, 

Committee on Public UtJdelUlcings. 



APPENDIX I 

Minuta of the 7th sitting of Committee on Public Undertlllcings laelil on 8 
August, 1990. 

The Committee sat from 15.00 Urs. to 16.30 Hn. 

PRESENT 
Shri Basudeb Acharia-ChairmtUI 

MEMBERS 
2. Shri Manoranjan· Bhakta 
3. Sbri Naningh Rao Dixit 
4. Sbri BaI 00pa1 Mishra 
5. Sbri R. Muthiah 
6; Dr. A.K. Patel 
7. Shri Piyus Tiraky 
8. Shri Hukumdeo Narayan Yadav 
9. Sbri Dipen Ghosh 

10. Prof. Chandresh P. Thakur 
SECRETARIAT 

1. Shri R.L.L. Dubey-Joint Secntary 
2. Smt. P.K. Sandhu-UtUkr Secretary 
3. Shri N.M. Jain-Under Secretary 

OmCE OF mE CoMPTROllER .t AUDITOR GENERAL OF INOlA 

SHRI K.S. MENON-MEMBER SECRETARY, AUDrr BoARD 
•• •• •• 

2. 
•• •• • • 

3. The Commi~ then took up for consideration Memorandum No. VI 
and tile Action Taken Report on 44th Report gf Committee on Public 
Undertakinp (1987-88) on Sbipping Corporation of India Limited. While 
adopting the Report, the Comminee desired that repIiea of the 
Government to ~endation at SI. No.3 (ParqrapbI 2.66 aad 2.67) of 
44th Report may not be accepted and put .in Chapter IV, iDItad of under 
CbapterlIl, and comm~nted upon .in· their Action Taten RepQrt. 

n 
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4. The Committee authorised the 0Iainnan to ·finaIiIe the Reports on 
the basis of factual verification by the collCCl'Ded MiDiltry I Undertaking 
and Audit and to present ~ same to Parliament .. 

The Comntiltu IMn. adjoumeil. 



APPENDIX 0 
(VltU Para 3 of Introduction) 

AIIQ/yJi., 0/ ~ Mkm by G01lml1llDll on tire rtc~ns c01Jlllined 
in the 44th RiP«! of the Commiltee on Public Urulerklkings (Eighth Lok 

. Sabha) 
I. Total Dumber of recommendations 

D. Recommendations that have been accepted by the 
Oo¥erpment (Vide recommendations at SI. Nos. 1,2,4-
11, 13-14, 17, 18 .. 20,22-25 &. 27-30) ......................... . 

30 

23 
Percentage t9 total.................................................. 76.67% 

m. Recommendations which the Comndttee do not desire 
to punue in view of GOvernment's replies (Vide 
recommendations at SI. Nos. 15 and 26) ..................... . 

2 
Percentage to totaL................................................. 6.66% 

IV. Recommendations in respect of which replies of 
Government have not been IKUptCd by the Committee 
(Vide recommendations at SI. Nos. 3 and 16) .............. . 

2 
PerceotaF to total.................................................. 6.66% 

V. Recommendations in reapect of wbic:b 'final °repliea of 
Government areltill awaited (Vide recommendation. at 
SI. Nos. 12, 19 .I: 21).... ...... ..................................... 3 
Percentaae to .tOtaI.................................................. 10% 

19 
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